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Concerning Ceanothus 

MARJORIE G. SCHMIDT 

The genus Ceanothus, commonly known 
in California as Wild Lilac, is a singular 
group of plants which has only recently be
come popular. An overall picture of the 
genus will show that it affords, aside from 
a race of evergreen, blue-flowering shrubs, 
which il1 itself is a notable thing, plants 
which are prostrate or mat-forming; plants 
which are medium-sized shrubs of dense and 
compact habit; and a few plants which ap
proach tree size. These variable traits make 
for exciting and almost endless adventures 
in natural and man-made crosses. Thus the 
potentialities for reselection and hybridiza
tion are only now being tOl:lched upon in the 
California area, and it seems safe to predict 
that the future will see a gn~at array 6f new 
g.arden forms. 

Taking a review look at the great variety 
of species, it is amazing to realize that we 
have so long ignored their possibilities as 
garden plants. A few gardeners, and of 
course the botanists, were well aware of 
,he great number of unique plants which 
6'rew in the West, mcuny of which were en
tirely new to the rest of the world. But 
6"ardeners in general have only recently be
gun to ask for "native" plants at the nursery. 
Probably the beginning of a deeper interest 
in Ceanothus ·came with the publication of 
the book on C eanothus by Maunsell Van 
Rensselaer and Howard E. McMinn in 1942. 
Their work, along with that of a few for
ward-looking horticulturalists in collecting, 
classifying, and testing the vario'ls Ceano
thus, will be touched upon as we go along. 

But first let us take an armchair tour 
around the State to see their wide distribu
tion and the many situations in which they 
are found. Tourists must get to the high 
mountains early to see the small round 
clusters of lavender~blue flowers on C eano
thus prostmt$£s, called the Squaw Carpet be
cause it is one of the most perfect of the 
creeping ground-cover types. Another at
tractive variety of the northern Sierra N e-

vada mountains is C. vel$£t'inus, commonly 
called Tobacco Bush. This is a broad, low 
shrub which makes thick stands in the open 
spaces of the pine forests. The polished oval 
leaves have a spicy fragrance, and in sum
mer there are large clusters of ivory-white 
flowers. C. integeni11ius, called Deer Bush, 
is native to the mountain regions of five 
western states. In California it grows in the 
yellow pine belt, as well as along the red
wood regions of the north coast. The Deer 
Bush is a slender shrub with thin, light green 
leaves, and showy compound flower clusters 
in many shades of blue, but often also with 
flowers of pink or white. 

Many of the garden forms of Ceanothus 
have come from the species which inhabit 
the wooded foothills. A representative of 
this group might be C. foliosus, the Wavy
leaf Ceanothus. Found in and around the 
centrcul coast range mountains, this spread
ing shrub has distinctive wavy-edged leaves 
and vivid blue flower spikes. Another wood~ 
land species is C. thyrsiflo1'US, one of the 
first varieties to be d,iscovered by the early 
explorers. Commonly called Blue Blossom, 
this Ceanothus assumes a number of forms, 
from a 10.rge bush to some selected prostrate 
types which will be discussed later. The 
large bush form which grows in association 
with the redwoods is a glorious sight in 
March and April when it blooms with 
a:bundant masses of bright blue flower clus
ters. Three or four other species grow in or 
near the redwoods, one of the most interest
ing of which is C. papillosus. Dark green, 
rough-textured leaves make this variety an 
attractive bush even out of flower. The 
flower spikes are a deep bright shade of blue, 
and burst from rosy flower buds in mid
April. Observation in areas where C. papil
losus is native will show a variation in the 
size of the inflorescence, pointing to the 
value of reselection. A geographical variant 
of C. papillos~£s, C. 1'oweamIS, is a well
known garden plant of low, compact habit, 
with brilliant. dark blue flower clusters. 

[591 
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Many Ceanothus species grow in that 
vast region of the dry foothills known as the 
chaparral. A representative species of this 
region might be C. cuneat$£s, which inhabits 
the sunbaked foothills from Oregon to Low
er California. Known as Buck Brush, but 
sometimes also called Wedgeleaf Ceanothus 
from the shape of the leaf, this species is a 
rigid, evergreen shrub, with short spurlike 
branches, or sometimes having long, arching 
branches. The white flowers occur in little 
clusters along the branchlets, and have a 
honey like fragrance. On warm slopes the 
flowers appear as early as January, with a 
long blooming period often extending into 
April. The Buck Brush is one of the main 
components of the chaparral, and, when in 
flower, whole regions take on a hazy or 
smoky appearance from the abundance of 
gray-white flowers. A similar species grows 
in the arid regions of the south coast range, 
known as C. megacarpus, the Bigpod Ceano
thus. The warm foothills in back of Santa 
Barbara are white as snow in January and 
February with the abundant flowers of this 
variety. 

To complete our tour, we must look at the 
effective way in which some of the Ceano
thus species drape the sea-facing cliffs. 
These seem almost to be a special race of 
plants created for the express purpose of 
covering the ocean bluffs with their ever
green carpets. Along the coast south of San 
Francisco, C eanothus h01'izontalis, the Car
mel Creeper, forms solid mats on wind
swept bluffs. With it grows Ceanothus 
1'igidus in low, dense thickets, blooming with 
a profusion of blue-purple flowers 111 

March and April. C. gloriosus, the Point 
Reyes Creeper, grows along the coast north 
of San Francisco. Distinctive toothed leaves, 
rounded clusters of lavender-blue flowers in 
March and . April set this species apart from 
those so far described. It is often associated 
here with C. 1'epens whose light blue flowers 
mingle effectively with those of C. gloriosus. 

To conclude this general description of 
the Ceanothus, we might add a few words 
about flower color, leaf form and the fruits . 
Although blue in many tints and shades is 
the most common color, lavender, purple, 
pink, and white are also found. The types 

of inflorescence can be roughly divided into 
three: 1) rounded, short-stalked clusters, 
growing along the upper sides of the 
branches, as in C. gloriosus; 2) extremely 
long, compound ,flower panicles, such as in 
C. cyaneus, and some of the new hybrids; 
3) might be called an intermediate type, a 
short flower spike, profusely borne as in C. 
impressu,s. 

In the leaf form there is quite a variation, 
running the gamut from the tiny-toothed 
leaf of C. prostratus to the large three-inch 
leaf of C. arb01'eus. In between these ex
tremes are the shiny, wide, oval leaves of 
such varieties as C. griseus, and C. velutinus, 
the rough-textured leaves of such varieties 
as C. p(JJpillosus, and many inter-grading 
forms. Many of the chaparral forms have 
thick, leathery leaves, while the woodland 
forms have a thinner leaf, sometimes promi
nently veined. In some varieties of Ceano
thus the leaves have a delightful odor, vari
ously described as pungent, balsamic or 
reSl11Ous. 

The fruits too are distinctive, being 
rounded, three-sectioned capsules. With 
some species there are three prominent 
horns subtending the whole capsule. The 
capsules are usually dark grElen or brown in 
color, but a few species have russet-red cap
sules and, when these occur in combi113.tion 
with red-stemmed types, the effect is very 
colorful. C. grise'b£s has clusters of jet-IJlack 
fruits following the flowers. By late June 
the blunt seed spike of C. rep ens is thickly 
set with the bronzy-green capsules, and very 
ornamental against the dark green leaves. 

Coming to a consideration of the Ceano
thus as a garden plant, we find that C. im
press$£s was one of the first in the r ecent up
swing of popularity to be wholeheartedly 
accepted. C. imp1'essus is native to Santa 
Barbara County, and was brought to the at
tention of the gardening public through the 
efforts of the Santa Barbara Botanic Garden. 
William Van Dersal, in his fine book on 
Orna.11~ental Americol/'1; Sh1'ubs, written in 
1942, lists C. i1npreSS'b£s as the one most often 
mentioned by California gardeners. C. im
pressus, usually called the Santa Barbara 
Ceanothus, is a wide, spreading shrub grow-
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ing to about five feet. Each branch is well 
clothed with small, dark green leaves hav
ing a roughened surface. It flowers in late 
March to mid-April, with an abundance of 
short, globular flower spikes. The flower 
color is a bright blue, and so completely is 
the plant covered with flowers that it gives 
a hazy-blue appearance from a distance. As 
with many of the species, the Santa Barbara 
Ceanothus is especially ·fitted for the hardy 
border where no summer water is given. In 
my garden, C. i11'/,pressus is planted in a far 
border among other native plants, with no 
fertilizer or summer water, and it flowers 
from top to bottom every spring. In the 
garden of a friend, a long narrow border be
tween the driveway and the outside bound
ary was planted with C. impressus and flow
ering fruit trees. Here the delicate pinks and 
white of flowering crabapples and peaches 
made a beautiful spring picture with the blue 
of the Ceanothus. 

A close second in popularity as a garden 
plant is C. griseus, the Carmel Ceanothus. 
Broad, glossy leaves, heavy trusses of med
ium blue flowers , plus a compact habit of 
growth make this species one of the most 
desirable for general purposes. The Carmel 
Ceanothus flowers in March and April, 
makes a nice filler shrub among other shrubs 
or trees, and is also highly recommended as 
a roadside plant for the coastal regions. C. 
g1'isellts can stand more pruning than many 
of the species, and recently I saw an old 
planting of it in an area which was originally 
meant for a park, out which had since been 
included in a housing development. In some 
places ·C. g1'iseus had been trimmed to hedge 
form, and in other places to suit some home 
owner's idea of what a well trimmed shrub 
should look like. But in every case the new 

. growth was thick and compact, with leaves 
which were clean and polished looking all 
the year. 

C. horizontalis is the name which has been 
given to a carpeting form of C. griseus, com
monly called the Carmel Creeper. This low
growing Ceanothus grows thickly on the 
windswept coastal bluffs, forming solid car
pets for mile after mile along the coast. It 
flowers freely with thick spikes of deep blue 
flowers which almost hide the leaves when 

it flowers in the spring. C. horizonbalis is 
recommended as a ground cover in gardens 
where a drouth-r:esistant plant is needed, and 
where grass or a more tender carpeting plant 
is not feasible. C. horizontalis may also be 
used in a large rock garden, as a bank cover, 
or as a low foreground shrub. The clean, 
shiny leaves look well the year around, and 
the plant grows fast enough to make a good 
solid ground cover in two or three years. 

One of the most floriferous, and certainly 
one of the most delightful of all of the low
growing species, is C. vineatus. Occurring 
naturally in a very small area north of San 
Francisco, this was first collected about ten 
years ago. On a recent visit to this area it 
was discovered that road crews using oil to 
kill weeds had sprayed the banks where this 
species grew and that it was just about com
pletely destroyed. It is sad to contemplate 
that a plant which nature had developed over 
many centuries and which served such a 
utilitarian purpose as land-erosion control 
should have been destroyed in a few hours . 
On the other hand, we should be glad that 
someone did ,find it and propagate it before 
it was lost to gardeners forever. 

It is a low, spreading plant, with wavy
eG1gedleaves, which indicates its relationship 
to C. foliosus. C. vineatus spreads moderate
ly fast, sending out long horizontal branches 
in all directi·ons. There are also some arch
ing, or upright branches, but these may be 
pruned out if a flat plant is wanted. It grows 
well in partial or high shade, and likes regu
lar irrigation such as one would give to a 
perennial border. In April, the tips and all of 
the side branches burst into fluffy, compound 
flower trusses in clear, bright blue. Under 
the outer branches of a live oak tree, this 
Ceanothus has made tremendous growth, 
filling in an upper terrace on a gentle slope. 
Here it grows with the Evergreen Currant, 
Ribes viburnifoli1lt111/" whose smooth, light 
green leaves contrast nicely with the crinkled 
leaves of the Ceanothus. In another part of 
the garden, C. vineatus grows on a dry bank 
in full sun, and has become a dense, compact 
shrub. It was given water only the first 
year , and, since becoming established, it has 
received no water, fertilizer or cultivation of 
any kind. The growth here has been slower, 
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George Mal,ti'll , La1tdscape Anhitect Johll R obinson 

C eanothus hOl'izontaJis (Reprinted jl'om Slwset Magasill e) 

and the flower spikes possibly a little less 
generous, but its worth as a bank cover is 
well demonstrated. 

C. glD1'1:0SUS, the Point Reyes Creeper, 
is another member of the genus to have 
become quickly popular once plants were 

made available to the gardener. The distin
guishing feature of this form is the holly
like, glossy green leaf, one-half to more than 
an inch in length. In late March this spring, 
we found some exceptionally fine specimens 
of C. gloriosus along the coast north of San 
F rancisco, with thick, glossy leaves, and very 
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deep lavender-blue flower clusters. In the 
garden, C. glorios%s likes more water than 
most of the species, and enjoys filtered 
shade. C. glm'iosu.s may be used as a ground 
cover, as a spreading shrub in a large rock 
garden, or as a low plant for parking strips. 
It has been successfully used on a terrace 
where the long branches hang down mak
ing graceful curtain like growth. 

Two somewhat different forms of C. 
gloriosus now have separate status, and each 
one is an interesting plant in its own way. 
The first of these is a favorite of mine, a low
growing form called C. pm'rectus. This is a 
charming low shrub, quite amenable to gar
den cultivation, and responding in a differ
ent manner according to the situation in 
which it is planted. In the shade it sends out 
long flat branches, but in the sun the growth 
is more dense and compact. C. p01"rectus is 
a much-branched plant, with many stiff side 
branches well clothed with tiny, leathery, 
toothed leaves. In March, the flower buds 
begin to expand, and at this time the plant 
is almost more colorful than the actual flow
ering period. The flower buds are two or 
three shades deeper than the open flowers, 
and look like little blue pearls nestled close 
along the branches. The expanded flower 
clusters are rounded affaiFs in soft lavender
blue. C. p01'1'ectus rernains neat and clean 
the year around, and has many times proved 
its value as a ground or bank cover. 

C. exaltatus is the largest of this trio, a 
spreading shrub which grows about three 
feet high, and then expands to ten feet or 
more -horizontally . The leaves are clean, 
leathery and hollylike, and the flowers which 
come in early A pril are small clusters of deep 
lavender-blue. C. ex altat1,6S is excellent as a 
foreground or filler shrub for a large garden, 
and for parks where it will get along with 
a minimum of care. 

Two very satisfactory garden hybrids have 
come from the seeds of Ceanothus 'La 
Primavera,' itself a hybrid of C. c')laneus. 
The latter Ceanothus is a narrow endemic 
species of San Diego County, and one of 
the parents of some of the beautiful new 
garden hybrids. The tory of the two Ceano
thus 'La Primavera' hybrids is well told in 

the Journal of the Califo1'11ia Horticultural 
Society, Vol. IX, Number 3, July 1948, in 
a paper titled "Origin and Description of 
New Ceanothus Hybrids" written by W. E. 
Lammerts. The first of these is Ceanothus 
'Mountain Haze,' an exceedingly beautiful 
shrub which has accepted garden conditions 
with equanimity. Although this hybrid was 
originally described as being a low, spread
ing shrub of about four feet , it has grown to 
much greater size in most California gar
dens. In the author's garden it is a wide 
shrub, reaching a height of twelve feet or 
more after five or six years OL1 the edge ·of 
the lawn. The leaves are neat, glossy dark 
greel1, with deep furrows on the upper sur
face giving them a textured appearance 
which contrasts nicely with the light green 
leaves of a nearby native Hazel Bush. Ceano
thus 'Mountain Haze' is free flowering with 
an abundance of short spikes of clear, deep 
blue. The flowering period begins in late 
March, and the bush may remain in full color 
for as long as six weeks. A sudden warm 
spell in April may terminate the flowering 
abruptly, causing the flowers to drop and 
form a carpet of blue all around the plant. 

Deep blue flowers and a rangy habit of 
growth might properly characterize the sec
ond Ceanothus hybrid developed from the 
Ceanothus 'La Primavera' seedlings. This 
one is called Ceanothus 'Sierra Blue,' and 
shows its relationship to C. cyaneus with its 
green bark, and smooth, oval, light green 
leaf. By the first week in May the long, out
flung branches of Ceanothus 'Sierra Blue' 
are heavy with the six-inch long, compound 
flower trusses, closely packed with the deep, 
vivid blue flowers. Some gardeners consider 
it is too leggy in growth habit, although 
pinching out the tips and some pruning will 
help to restrain the rapid growth. However, 
the author feels that it has a place in the 
informal garden where it may be used in the 
background, or as a filler shrub, and where 
the vivid blue flowers can still be enjoyed. 
In my garden it grows at the back of a sec
tion devoted to native trees and shrubs
with a native redbud on one side, and a deep 
blue Ceanothus 'Julia Phelps' in front. 

One of the most engaging of the new 
Ceanothus hybrids is the one called Ceano-
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Ceanoth ,us 'Julia Phelps' 
(Reprinted f1'om SlIm.set Magazine) 

thus 'Julia Phelps,' introduced about three 
years ago. The story of this hybrid con
cerns a discerning young nurseryman who 
noted markedly different qualities in a plant 
among a flat of seedlings, and set it aside 
for further study. It was grown separately 
so that the distinct foliage and flowers could 
be observed, and eventually it was named 
and its diagnosis published as a new hybrid 
for111 . Ceanothus 'Julia Phelps' is a compact 
shrub, reaching about eight feet at maturity. 
It is well branched from the base, with some
what arching branches, and rigid side 
branches. Probably the most attractive fea
ture of this variety is its habit of flowering 
for the full length of every branch, from the 
base to the top of the shrub. The flower 
color is the deepest of any known variety, a 
true cobalt blue. Every branch is crowded 
with dark green leaves, papillate on the upper 
surface. In late March, as the flower buds 
are swelling, there is an especially colorful 
per iod when bits of the vivid blue begin to 
show, bursting thro:..lgh the rosy-brown bud 
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sheath. Ceanothus' Julia Phelps' remains in 
good flower color for three or fom weeks, 
and the dark green, textured leaves make it 
a handsome shrub for the rest of the year. 
It may be planted as part of a sturdy border, 
or as an informal hedge. 

A hybrid of some years standing is Ceano
thus 'Mills Glory,' developed by Howard E. 
McMinn of Oakland, California. This was 
one of the first deliberate attempts to de
velop a hybrid for a specific garden situa
tion. Mr. McMinn was searching for plant 
niaterial to be used on the edge of lawns in 
gardens and parks. Ceanothus 'Mills Glory' 
was tested for seven years on the edge of a 
lawn, and in that time attained a height of 
two feet and a spread of eight feet. It is re
ported that specimens grown without water 
also survived. This variety is a cross be
tween C. gl01'iosus and C. purpureus with a 
nicely toothed leaf in a dark green color. 

Two new forms have been selected from 
seedlings of the prostrate variety of C. 
thY1'sijlonls, and are known as C. repens. 
Each is a charming plant in its own way, and 
each should have a happy future as ground 
covers of rapid growth and great hardiness. 
My favorite is the one wl1ich is 1110st ground
hugging, a plant which grows only one-half 
foot tall, but with a spread of six to eight 
feet. The long, flat branches are thickly 
clothed with small but shiny dark green 
leaves. Toward the tips of the branches in 
April and May are globe-shaped spikes of 
flowers in a medium blue without the hint of 
lavender so often found in the ceanothus 
'blues.' It is a shade which I call a metallic
blue, but this term may not convey the cor
rect color. Suffice it to say that the light blue 
flowers look very well against the dark green 
leaves. 

The second form of C. rep ens is somewhat 
more upright in growth habit, although not 
more than a foot high. Here again is a car
peting shrub sending out long prostrate 
branches. The leaves are an inch or more 
long, light green and three nerved, and the 
large flower spikes are a good medium blue. 
I can vizualize both of these forms of C. 
rep ens as bank covers where the long leafy 
branches would make interesting drapery. 
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Louis L. Edmunds of Danville, California, 
who seems to have unlimited enthusiasm for 
native plants, has developed and introduced 
a number of hybrids at his nursery. Ceano
thus 'Blue Cloud' is one of these, coming 
from a cross of C. impressus and C. spinos·us. 
A tall variety, up to fifteen feet or more, and 
very free flowering with an abundance of 
powder-blue flowers in fluffy short clusters. 
Here again the value of the hybrids is appar
ent. C. spino sus, although a tall, free-flower
ing shrub, can also be an ungainly plant. 
But Ceanothus 'Blue Cloud' is as attractive 
as the name, and, when viewed from below, 
it is indeed c10udlike when it is in full flower . 

Ceanothus 'Mary Lake' is a low-growing 
form developed some years ago from C. 
?'epens, and C. v-i17 eat~ls. It is a low, spread
ing plant, one and one-half feet in the center , 
and with eight-foot branches. It is a perfect 
plant for a bank or the top of a rock wall 
where the long branches can spill down with 
generous displays of deep blue flowers com
ing from navy-blue flower buds. 

Cea170thus 
'Julia 

Phelps' 

Q uite simi lar to Ceanothus 'Mary Lake' 
is another low-growing form called Ceano
thus 'Royal Blue' because of the vivid rich 
blue fl ower color. This one is a cross be
tween C. repens, and C. grise~I.s, and is re
ported to grow somewhat taller than Ceano
thus 'Mary Lake,' but with the same spread
ing habit . Ceanothus 'Royal Blue' is listed 
as growing from one to three feet high, and 
hav ing a spread of six to eight feet. I have 
seen only a young plant of this hybrid, but I 
can visualize a bank or terrace covered with 
it, making a cascade of eye-catching vivid 
blue. 

Another recently introduced hybrid from 
Mr. Edmunds is aptly named Ceanothus 
"Blue Cushion,' a low form making an al
most perfectly rounded shrub of dense 
growth. It is a hybrid of C. 1'epe11s and C. 
dentatus. The latter form is native to a 
small area near the coast, and is distin
guished for its thick flower spikes and dark 
green, square-tipped leaves. I t grows about 

(Rep1·inted /1'011'1 Snnset M aga:::ille) 
_ ...... -.oj 
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Morton HanJey 

Ceanothus vil1eat'bts, edge of orchMd in author's garden. 
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Morton Harvey 

C eanothus (JIll ountain Haze' and C eanothus porrect'b£s used as g1'ound cover-1n the mdhor's 
garden. 
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Reprinted from Snnset Magazine John Robinson 

C eanothus h01'izontalis 

a foot and a half high, but has an ultimate 
spread of four to six feet. Mr. Edmunds has 
been growing this one on a west-facing slope 
where it gets no artificial water. He feels, 
however, that it will tolerate artificial water
ing, and expects to try it under those condi
tions. 

A spectacular, tall, new hybrid is Ceano
thus 'Sky Blue,' introduced by Mr. Everett 
Farwell of Oakland, California. Apparently 
a hybrid between C. arboreus and C. griseus. 
I t grows to about fifteen feet, and is as 
broad. The bush is a stunning sight in full 

flower with upright compound flower spikes 
in a bright blue, giving a pyramidal effect 
to the plant. It is believed that this form 
might eventually supplant C. Mboreus in the 
garden. The free-flowering habit of this hy
brid, coupled with a long flowering period 
in summer, will make this an exceptionally 
valuable garden plant. 

To bring the Ceanothus story right up to 
date, we make brief mention of some of the 
new forms as yet unnamed, but which are 
being watched at the Saratoga Horticultural 
Foundation. Invaluable experimental work 



C eanothus thY'rsifiorus 

Mar/orie C. S chmidt 

with all sorts of trees and shrubs is being 
done here, including development and re
selection of Ceanothus seedlings. Flowering 
in mid-March at the Foundation was a new 
form of C. spinosus, with beautiful, fluffy, 
compound flower clusters in vivid blue. This 
is a medium-sized, broad shrub with oblong, 
glossy, bright green leaves. 

Also in the development stage is another 
hybrid, a compact selected form of C. i111,
pressus. This one is a nicely rounded, four
foot shrub, much branched, and each branch 
thickly clothed with rough-surfaced leaves, 
almost black-green in color. I can hardly 
suppress some feminine adjectives when I 
describe the overall effect of this self-con
tained little shrub. The leaves grow along 
the branches in rosettelike clusters, and, with 
the dark color and textured surface, the ef
fect is that of a piece of rich brocade cloth. 
In mid-March, there is an abundance of 
bright but dark blue flower clusters, and by 
early summer a good crop of russet seed cap
sules has set on. Even without flowers this 
shrub would have a place as a colorful land
scape plant, one which would make a nice 
contrasting picture with shrubs in a soft 
green color. 

Hints on the culture of Ceanothus have 
been given for individual plants as they were 
described. It has been my experience that 
most of these plants, once they are estab
lished in the garden, can take almost any 
program of cultivation. That program 
should include perfect drainage, a consistent 

program of irrigation according to whether 
the plant is a species or a hybrid, plus some 
pinching out of the tip growth and light 
pruning to shape or control the shrub as it 
grows. In general, the reselected forms and 
hybrids should be treated as any garden 
shrub. The species need water only until 
they are well established, and after that to 
be left alone. 

Eastern gardeners are no doubt aware of 
the many hybrid Ceanothus forms which 
were developed in Europe some years ago. 
Many named varieties came from the crosses 
between C. a111,e1'icanus, native to the eastern 
and central United States, with C. coel'uleus, 
a Mexican species. In sections of the coun
try where the western forms of Ceanothus 
will not grow, gardeners might have success 
with these European forms. C. 'Glorie de 
Versailles' is one of the foremost of these, a 
variety grown throughout Europe and 
America. Other hybrids which have been 
listed as being suited to the Eastern States 
include, C. 'Bij ou,' C. 'Coquetterie,' C. 
'Georges Simon,' and C. 'Marie Simon.' 

And so we are seeing in this work with 
the genus Ceanothus the development of 
what to all intents and purposes might well 
be a new race of garden plants . There is 
much yet to be learned about all of the native 
plants, and this activity in the genus Ceano
thus may point the way to what can be done 
with other desirable and ornamental 'wild 
plants.' 
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Donovan Stewart Correll 

newly elected president of the American Horticultural Society, is a native of 
North Carolina. He attended Duke University, receiving his A.B. degree in 1934, A.M. 

in 1936 and Ph.D. in 1939. He was the recipient of a joint Fellowship from Duke Uni
versity and Harvard University to complete a dissertahon on the ORCHIDACEAE in the 

Oakes Ames Laboratory at Harvard University in 1938-1939. His published work, 
Native OTChids of North A 111/,erica, N01'th of Me,r:ico, is a well known volume and has 

~stablish~d his position as one of the foremost scientists on the taxonomy of orchids. 
This was followed by ~ two volume work, Onhids of Guate111/,ala, with Oakes Ames. 

His career has fo llowed several phases since 1939 when he was a Research Associate 
at the Botanical Museum of Harvard University, until 1943. He was the recipient of 

a Milton Fund Grant, Harvard University in 1943; was a Botanist with the Alaska 

Highway botanical-geological survey party of the Joint Economic Committees, Canada
United States, 1943 ; became a United States Navy Gunnery Officer during the war 

years 1944-1946; was the recipient of a Post-service Guggenheim Memorial F ellowship, 

1946-1947 ; and joined the staff of the Section of Plant Introduction, Horticultural 
Crops Research Branch, Agricultural Research Service, United States Department of 

Agriculture in 1947. In his present work he is the P roject Leader for Specialty Crop 
Introductions in the Section. He is concerned with the exploration and introduction of 
drug plants such as Dioscorea and Ra;u,volfia and is interested in the economic botany and 

taxonomy of S olanu11'1>, Vanilla, and the Pteridopyhyta, as well as bamboo. 

In 1947-1948 Dr. Correll made an exploration of the highlands of Central Mexico 

for wild potatoes for breeding, genetical research and subsequent systematic studies. He 
is currently engaged in a taxonomic study of the Section Tuberarium of the genus 

Solanu111/, of South America. He has a published work on the genus for North and Cen
tral America. In 1953 he niade an exploration of Cuba, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin 

Islands for breeding stock of sweet potatoes. 

Besides his research on SOlamu1%, Dr. Correll is preparing for publication 111 book 

form his work on the ferns and fern allies of Texas, recently published as a part of the 

Flora of Texas. The work will include the ornamental nature of ferns and their uses 
i'n landscape gardening. 

Dr. Correll was Vice-President of the American Fern Society, 1950-1953. He is 

a member of the American Society of Plant Taxonomists, International Society of Plant 
Taxonomists, New England Botanical Club, Southern Appalachian Botanical Club, 

Botanical Society of Washington, and Washington Academy of Science. 

While in Europe in 1954 to attend the Eighth Botanical Congress in Paris and to 

do botanical research, Dr. Correll represented the American Horticultural Society at 
the Royal Horticultural Society Sesquicentennial celebration in London and at Wisley 

Garden. He carried with him the Society's scroll which was presented to the Royal 
Horticultural Society. After attending these two important meetings, Dr. Correll visited 

many of the major herbaria of Europe in his work on the wild potatoes of Latin America. 
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The First National Daffodil Symposium 

THE AMERICAN DAFFODIL SOCIETY 

Some forty-five judges of wide ex
perience covering every section of the 
United States have cooperated to pro
duce the first nationwide Symposium of 
the best in Daffodils as grown in Ameri
can gardens in 1955. The Symposium 
makes no pretense of being a "Popu
larity Poll" although no items are listed 
unless grown in a majority of the re
gions of the country and have consider
able distribution. First year experiences 
are avoided . 

All flowers are listed that received a 
numerica.'l rating of 60 or more points 
out of a possible 100 and were reported 
from one or more of the nine geographic 
regions. The point score was determined 
by rating 3 for 1st choice, 2 for 2nd, 
and 1 for 3rd. This rating was made 
regardless of the number of varieties 
actually reported. For some classes, and ' 
in some regions, only one variety may 
have been reported. 

Daffodils are listed according to their 
accepted classification divisions. In each 
classification items are listed in the order 
of their preference by the judges. Com
ment by the Symposium Committee fol
lows each classification and a listing of 
"novelties" without rating as presented 
to the . Committee is also given although 
no pretense of including all the new ones 
is made. 

lA Trumpets (Self Yellow) 
1. 'Kingscourt' 
2. 'Hunter's Moon' 
3. 'Milanion' 
4. 'Moonstruck' 
5. 'Mulatto' 
6. 'Golddigger' 
7. 'Cromarty' 
8. 'Grape Fruit' 
9. 'Ulster Prince' 

10. 'Goldcourt' 
11. 'Principal' 
12. 'Burgomeester Gouverneur' 
13. 'Royalist' 
14. 'Dawson City' 
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Comrnent: 'Kingscourt' and 'Hunter's 
Moon' appeared in almost every report, 
favorite yellow trumpets . It is note
worthy that the elderly 'Royalist' and 
'Dawson City' are still highly rated. 
'Moonstruck' and 'Ulster Prince' are the 
two newest items to receive general ap
proval. 

Novelties: 'Luna Moth,' 'Spanish Gold' 
and 'Virtue' were the three most repeated 
suggestions for novelties to try. But 
'Fine Gold,' 'Golden Dollar,' 'Arranmore,' 
'Golden Goddess' and 'Moonrise' also 
appear to be future contenders. 

lB Tru11'l,pets (Bicolor-white perianth 
with yellow trumpet) 

1. 'Preamble' 
2. 'Content' 
3. 'Trousseau' 
4. 'Effective' 
5. 'Foresight' 
6. 'Spitzbergen' 
C omrJ1,ent: 'Preamble,' a new and fairly 

expensive item, closely followed by 'Con
tent' and 'Trousseau,' are the clear pick 
of the bicolor trumpets. 'Effective,' a 
rather old one, while not rated first in 
many reports, was included in almost 
all the lists. 

Novelties: Apparently the ones to 
watch among the novelties are 'Bally
garvey' (Dunlop) , 'Lapford' and 'Pen
sive' by Wilson. 

1 C Trumpets (Self Whites) 
1. 'Cantatrice' 
2. 'Broughshane' 
3. 'Beersheeba' 
4. 'Mount Hood' 
5. 'Kanchenjunga' 
6. 'Tain' 
7. 'Ardclinis' 
8. 'Samite' 
Comment: 'Cantatrice' is the over

whelming preference in white trumpets 
with 'Broughshane' and 'Beersheba' ap
pearing on most reports as number 2 
choice. But 'Broughshane' and 'Canta
trice' are relatively new to be so widely 
distributed. There were complaints about 
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the health of 'Cantatrice' and coarseness 
of 'Broughshane' in several regions. 

Novelties : Some impressive novelties 
are 'Alycidon,' 'White Prospect,' 'Glen
bush,' 'Glenshesk,' 'Vigil' and 'Hindu
stan,' but of course the one all the fan
ciers are holding their breath to see is 
"\iVilson's 'Empress of Ireland. ' 

lD T?'umpets (Reverse Bicolor-The re
verse of 1B) 

'Spellbinder ' 
C 01?t/,111ent: There appears to be only 

one well distributed reverse bicolor . This 
is a small new class. 

Novelties: Grant Mitsch's new 'Lunar 
Sea' is rated as a prime contender. 

2A La,?'ge Cu,p (Self Yellow) 
1. 'Galway' 
2. 'Carl ton' 
3. 'St. Egwin' 
4. 'Golden T orch' 
S. 'Crocus' 
6. 'St. K everne' 
C0111/,111Lent : 'Galway' is the overwhelm

ing choice as the best self yellow big 
wp. Old 'Carlton' is next. Almost all 
reports rated 'Crocus' but down-graded 
it in many areas on health. The sur
prise in this list is 'St. Keverne,' a rather 
expensive, neat, refined, new one. 

Novelties: The novelties most often 
mentioned are 'Mulrany,' 'Amberley' and 
'Ormeau.' 

2A Large Cup (yellow perianth, orange 
or red crown) 

1. 'Ceylon' 
2. 'Narvik' 
3. 'Armada' 
4. 'Carbineer' 
S. 'Dunkeld' 
6. 'Aranjuez' 
7. 'Rustom Pasha' 
8. 'Royal Mail' 
9. 'Tinker' 

10. 'Indian Summer' 
11. 'Garland' 
C011lLment: 'Ceylon' is a relatively new 

and expensive flower to be overwhelm
ingly first in this huge class and it proves 
that if an item is good enough the ama
teurs will buy it regardless of price. And 

the placing of 'Aranjuez,' 'Carbineer' 
and 'Rustom Pasha' in such a list proves 
that if an item is good enough gardeners 
will go on buying it regardless of how 
old it is. 

Novelties : 'Craigywarren,' 'Kdndled,' 
'Foxhunter,' 'Royal Charger,' 'Fire
master,' 'Galcador,' 'Revelry,' 'Lady 
Luck,' 'Red Idol,' and 'Red Rascal' were 
the new ones most often mentioned as 
those to watch in the future. 

2B L a?'ge Cup (white perianth, yellow 
crown) 

1. 'Green Island' 
2. 'Polinclra' 
3. 'Brunswick' 
4. 'Coverack Perfection' 
S. 'Penvose' 
6. 'Greeting' 
7. 'Daisy Schaffer' 
C 0111/,111Lent: 'Green I sland' is the over

whelming preference 1n this large group 
formerly designated as big Leedsii . And 
please note 'Daisy Schaffer' in the group ' 
although many reporters complained 
about difficulty in getting clean bulbs 1n 
some regions. 

Novelties: 'Tudor Minstrel,' is the 
novelty everyone mentions in this group 
although several praised 'Bithynia,' 'Man
chu,' 'My Love,' and 'Aldergrove.' 

2B Large Cup (white perianth, red or 
orange cup) 

1. 'Kilworth' 
2. 'Duke of Windsor' 
3. 'Selma Lagerlof' 
4. 'Arbar' 
S. 'Signal Light' 
6. 'Rubra' 
7. 'Fermoy' 
8. 'Daviot' 
9. 'Rococo' 
Comment: 'Kilworth' IS the unenthu

siastic point winner of this class; in fact, 
with two exceptions, all the items in this 
group are placed by a great number of 
second and third choices. The two ex
ceptions are the expensive newcomers, 
'Arbar' and 'Signal L1ght.' 

Novelties: The four most mentioned 
novelties are 'Fire Gleam,' 'King Cardi
nal,' 'Blarney's Daughter,' and 'Satin 
Queen.' 
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2C Large Cup (all white) 
1. 'Zero' 
2. 'Ludow' 
3. 'Truth' 
4. 'Carnlough' 
5. 'Jules Verne' 
6. 'Ave' 
Comment: Guy Wilson's ice-white 

'Zero' is the clear preference in big-cup 
whites, closely followed by 'Ludlow' and 
'Truth.' The feature of this group again 
is the inclusion of a relatively new one 
in 'Ave.' Some regions complained of 
temperame'nt in this group, especially 
in rainy seasons. 

."lovelties: The hot numbers to watch 
in this group especially include 'W ood
vale,' 'Glenmanus,' and 'Pigeon.' 

2D La1'ge Cup (reverse bicolor: yellow 
perianth, white cup) 

'Binkie' 
Comment: 'Binkie' is the unanimous 

and sole choice in this very limited group. 
Novelties: Grant Mitsch and several 

English hybridizers report some inter
esting seedlings in this class but no 
names have been suggested as yet. 

3A S111all Cup (yellow perianth, yellow, 
orange or red cups) 

1. 'Chungking' 
2. 'Market Merry' 
3. 'Ardour' 
4. 'Apricot Distinction' 
C01lJl1A1lJ-ent: 'Chungking' is the over

whelming preference in this group, with 
'Market Merry' rated largely on second 
performance votes. Mitsch's new 'Ardour' 
is the interesting item in the group and 
suggests that gardeners are out looking 
for a better 3A. 

Novelties: The only new one urged 
in this group is 'Arnhem' which is not 
too new at that. 

3B S'mall Cup (white perianth, colored 
cup) 

1. 'Limerick' 
2. 'Blarney' 
3. 'Mahmoud' 
4. 'Bravura' 
5. 'Carolina' 
6. 'St. Louis' 
7. 'Angeline' 

C om111.ent : 'Limerick' is the preference 
in this group by a close margin over 
'Blarney.' This is a strong class and is 
closely contested. 

Novelties: The novelty accent is on 
'Corncrake,' 'Tulyar,' 'Carnmoon,' 'Lough 
Areema,' 'Artist's Model,' 'Glenwherry,' 
and 'Masaka.' . 

3C S111.all Cup (all white) 
1. 'Chinese White' 
2. 'Cushendall' 
3. 'Frigid' 
4. 'Bryher' 
5. 'Portrush' 
6. 'Foggy Dew' 
C011'b11IJ-ent: 'Chinese White' is the over

whelming preference in the all-white 
cups with 'Cushendall' the runner up. 
'Portrush' and 'Foggy Dew' are placed 
largely by second choice votes. Some 
reporters complained about 'Chinese 
\i\Thite's' neck. 

Novelties: No new ones have been 
suggested in this class. 

4 Doubles 
1. 'Cheerfulness' 
2. 'Yellow Cheerfulness' 
3. 'Swansdown' 
4. 'Falaise' 
5. 'Shirley Temple' 
6. 'Mary Copeland' 
C 0111J-11J1l,ent: 'Cheerfulness,' the old ta

zette gardenia daffodil, is the undoubted 
preference in this not too popular group. 
The group features two relatively new 
items in 'Swansdown' and 'Shirley Tem
ple' that may suggest a trend. 

Novelties: The big novelties are 'Gay 
Time' and 'Double Event.' There is also 
some interest in 'Golden Ducat' and 
'Hollandia.' 

5 Triandru.s 
1. 'Silver Chimes' 
2. 'Rippling Waters' 
3. 'Tresamble' 
4. 'Thalia' 
Comment: 'Silver Chimes,' a hybrid, 

looking like a white tazetta, is the over
whelming choice in the small cup trian
drus group and 'Tresamble' the unques
tioned preference in the large cup. 

Novelties: 'Lemon Drops,' 'Thought-
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ful,' and 'Rosedown' are the new ones 
to try. 

6 Cyclamineus 
1. 'Beryl' 
2. 'Charity May' 
3. 'Peeping Tom' 
4. 'Jenny' 
5. 'February Gold' 
C 011~ment: 'Beryl' is the preference in 

this nodding class but the popularity of 
the new 'Charity May' and 'Jenny' dem
onstrates eagerness in this group for bet
ter items. 

7 ] onquilla 
1. 'Trevithian' 
2. 'Golden Perfection' ~ 
3. 'Cherie' ,.-
4. 'Golden Goblet' 
5. 'Golden Sceptre' 
C01111ne-J!vt: 'Trevithian' is the over

whelming preference in this group. 
Novelties: No actual novelties are re

ported but among the newer ones, 'Sweet
ness,' 'Tittle-Tattle,' and 'White Wedg
wood' seem most promising. 

8 Tazetta (Multiflowered, Poetaz) 
1. 'Geranium' 
2. 'Martha Washington' 
3. 'Orange Wonder' 
4. 'Cragford' 
Comment: 'Geranium' is the point win

ner 1n a close race over 'Martha Wash
ington' in this not too popular class. 

Novelties: Among the newer items are 
'Anna-Brita' and 'Laetitia'- very prom-
1smg. 

9 Poets (Poeticus) 
1. 'Actaea' 
2. 'Cantabile' 
3. 'Seagreen' 
4. 'Smyrna' 
C 0111ment: With only about half the 

judges reporting in this class 'Actaea' is 
clearly preferred with 'Cantabile' being 
boosted in the connoisseur corner. 

Novelties: 'Groenlo?' is the only new 
one suggested. 

10 Species, Wild For111s and Hybr-ids; 
Mi11iatu.res (under 10 inches) 

1. 'Raindrop' 

2. 'April Tears' 
3. 'Fairy Circle' 
4. 'Frosty Morn' 
5. 'Tanagra' 
6. 'Xit' 
7. watieri 
8. 'Lady Bee' 
9. 'Flomay' 

10_ 'Sun Disc' 
11. 'Kidling' 
12. 'Yamolf' 
13. 'Mustard Seed' 
14. 'Angie' 
15. 'Sneezy' 

cyclataz 
'Dawn' 
triandrus au-rantiacu s 
tricvnd1'us albus 
obvallaris 
P encreba1' 
1'upicola 
tenuior 
]l,T 01'-1'/,01' 
1n~n01' 

Lintie 
triandrus calathinus 
cycla1wineus 
bulbocodium conspicuus 
T1'istesse 
canalic?'datus 

C0111ment: Although a great many of 
the judges made no report on miniatures, 
those who did report indicated more than 
average knowledge of this fast-growing 
class. 'Raindrop' was the clear prefer
ence followed by 'April Tears' and the 
little 3B 'Fairy Circle.' The placings in 
the order of preference after the first 
15 involved too much hair splitting to, 
mean a great deal. 

Pinlls 
1. 'Rosario' 
2. 'Rose of Tralee' 
3. 'Interim' 
4. 'Moylena' 
5. 'Ann Abbott' 
Comment: 'Rosario,' an Australian 

2B, is the preferred pink with 'Rose of 
Tralee' a close second. 

Novelties: Of course, the new pink 
everyone wants to see is Richardson's 
'Salmon Trout.' Other much talked of 
pinks are 'Karanja,' 'Belleek,' 'Rose Cap
rice' and Dunlop's 'Pink Isle.' 



An in teresting planting of Shl'ubby gro~£11.d covel'S on this bank in sou thwest Scotland , only 
a hundred feet fr011't the sea, give a fine exa111Lple of ({ground cover plants." Included in this 

pla11ting a1'e : Veronica, E rica cor nea, Ulex, B erbe?'is, Cotoneaster and Pfitzeria11a .. 

Ground Covers 
DON ALD W Y M AN 

There is a wide interest in ground
covering plants by many a modern gar
dener and professional plantsmen as well. 
This is not only true of the home garden
er, but the landscape engineers who are 
responsible for landscaping our major 
highways are becoming more and more 
interested in seeking out plants that can 
be used to cover the ground along the 
highways which do not require the costly 
maintenance of grass. 

It must be admitted that grass is the 
ideal ground cover. It can be kept close
ly cut, looks neat and it can be walked 
on and played on far more than any other 
plant, but it also must be admitted that, 
in order to be kept in good condition, one 
must spend considerable time in cutting, 
fertilizing and often in watering. On the 
other hand, there are many plants which, 
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although they can not be walked on as 
much as grass, nevertheless, make ex
cellent ground covers and require far 
less maintenance once they are estab
lished. So, though we must admit there 
is no perfect substitute for grass, there 
certainly are many plants which can be 
used as ground covers. Only a few will 
be mentioned here but I am sure these 
in turn will easily suggest many others 
to the enterprising gardener. 

There are always places where grass 
can not be used to good advantage. Take 
the steep or rocky bank, as one example. 
There are many such situations where 
grass can not be satisfactorily cut. Such 
plants as the Sweet-fern (C O1nptonia 
peregrina) , Forsythia 'Arnold Dwarf', 
Aaronsbeard St. J ohnswort (H ypericu11'! 
calyciniu'ln) , Fragrant Sumac (Rhus 
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Ar'nold A'rboret~l1n 

Phala1'is arundinacea picta (Ribbon Grass)-a quick spreader for a g1'ound cover. 
It 11WY become a vicious pest unless l?ept within bounds. 

aromatica) , Virginia Rose (Rosa vir
giniana) , Memorial Rose (Rosa wich
uraiana) , are just a few suggestions. 
Once established all these need very little 
maintenance and if any grow out of 
bounds they ,can be ruthlessly cut with 
a brush scythe, shears or one of the new 
brush-cutting machines with whirling 
knives, to keep the plants from grow111g 
out of bounds. 

Then there are certain evergreen 
ground covers that can look well the en
tire year. Such would certainly include 
the Japanese spurge (Pachysandra termi
nalis) , the native bear-berry (Arcto
staphylos uva-ursi) , several cotoneasters, 
varieties of Euonymus and junipers, the 
excellent little Canby pachistima, the low 
wineleaf cinquefoil (Potentilla triden
tata) , and several low-growing sedums. 

The merits of any evergreen ground 
cover are certainly obvious, and, in this 
respect at least, these plants prove su
perior to grass as ground covers. 

Flowering and fruiting ground covers 
certainly add color to any planting. The 
rosy, creeping gypsophila (Gypsophila 
rep ens 1'0sea) is beautiful when its pink 
flowers are open, and others like the 
Allegheny foam flower (Tiarella cordi
folia), several kinds of violets, myrtle, 
several sedums, hypericums and the little 
crested iris (Iris cristata), the very popu
lar bugle which comes in several varie
ties with different colored flowers, the 
evergreen candy tuft (Iberis se'm,per
virens) , lily-of-the-valley, several of the 
phlox and primroses-·all these are just 
a few that might be selected for the mats 
of flowers they produce. Some plants 
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Arnold Arboretwm 
-C' 

The g1'ound cove1' de'l1wnstrati011 plots at the A1'1~old Arb01'etu111/J whe're 150 kinds of ground 
coveTS a1'e on display. 

Pachysandm ter11~inalis-the Japanese spu1'ge-grows bette1' tn shade than most othe1' 
ground covers. 

Arnold Arboretwll'l 
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which bear bright and colorful fruits are 
valued as ground covers for the sanae 
general reasons. 

Shade is no problem for with a care
ful search one can find the right kind of 
ground cover for the shaded area. There 
are certain obvious choices like the J apa
nese spurge and myrtle, but one misses a 
great opportunity for creating garden in
terest if he does not consider such less 
well known items as the Epimediums or 
Bishop's hats, one at least 0f which can 
almost be considered half-evergreen since 
its foliage lasts until mid-winter and even 
then, though the leaves are dead, they 
remain upright and rigid, carrying out 
their ground-,covering effects until the 
new ones are formed early in the spring. 

N or are the dry soil spots a hazard. 
Take the ri·bbon grass (Phalaris arundi
nacea picta) , or the fast spreading gout
weed (Aegopodiu111, podag1'(J)ria) , or the 
bear-berry, the New Jersey tea (Ceano
thus americanus) , bayberry, rose acacia 
(Robinia hispida) , fragrant sumac and 
the polygonum species tall and low
these are only a few. Some of these 
can become vicious pests even in dry 
soils because they spread so rapidly. 

Sometimes it may become necessary 
to plant a low barrier ground cover il1 
order to keep pedestrians or pet animals 
from crossing a certain strip of land. 
There are some plants that can easily be 
selected specifically for this purpose and 
save the trouble of erecting an unsightly 
fence or tall view-obstructing hedge. A 
few of the barrier ground covers would 
be the vigorous growing vines like the 
honeysuckles or the five-leaf akebia, the 
low alpine flowering quince (Chaeno111,eles 
faponica alpina) which is also thorny, 
roses like the Virginia rose or the lower
growing memorial rose, and the most 
thorny of all-the cutleaf blackberry 
(Rubus laciniatus). 

In the smaller gardens, there may be 

situations where ground covers must be 
planted between stepping stones, or small 
areas where they will probably be run 
over by the lawn mower. Plflnts for such 
places would certainly include a few sed
ums, maZllS (M aZ$IS reptans) , money
wort, ground ivy, wineleaf-cinquefoil, 
thyme, woolly speedwell, and goutweed. 

Vigorous growth and the ability to 
spread quickly are two prerequisites of 
all good ground covers. SLow-growing 
plants and those that tend to remain in 
moundlike dumps are not nearly as de
sirable as those that spread vigorously. 
In fact some good ground covers like the 
polygonums, some of the low bamboos, 
goutweed, bittersweet and ribbon-grass 
can quickly become garden pests if un
restricted in the gard.el1. These should 
be kept out of good garden soils and be 
used only in very poor soils or in areas 
where they can spread at will without 
crowding out al:J.ything else. 

The Arnold Arboretum in Boston has 
been accumulating various kinds of 
ground covers and now has a demonstra
tion plot containing 150 different kinds . 
There are others of course, and more 
will be added as some of these fail, but 
the point is that there are a large num
ber hom which to choose. One should 
know the type of soil available, and have 
some idea of the height of the plants 
which would ·be suitable-then he can 
have the pleasure of studying several 
different kinds that more or less fulfill 
the requirements, finally selecting just 
the right plant for his situation. One 
garden can easily display several differ
ent ground covers to excellent advaNtage. 
In fact, the right ground cover displayed 
properly in the right place extends the 
garden just so much farther and, if well 
grown, meanS just that much less land 
to weed or grass to cut. 

S ee Page 107 for a l'evie1V of Dr. W yman's new 
bool~ on GrM6 /'1d Covel' Plants. Ed. 
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Figure 1. Copy of a drawing made by Cavanilles to 
show botanical features of Iono xalis tetraphylla 

Five Species of Ionoxalis from Mexico 

VlT ALTER C. BLASDALE 

In this Journal for July of 1955 and 
in that of the California Horticultural 
Society for January of the same year, 
I described some of the South African 
and South American species of Oxalis. 
Since the climate of Mexico is also dis
tinguished by well defined periods of 
warmth and dryness, interspersed by 
those of cold and wetness, it is not sur
prising to find that the Mexican Flora 
includes a goodly array of species of the 
Family Oxalid"aceae, some of which are 
good garden plants. Unfortunately, the 
Mexican Flora has not been given as 
much attention 'by botanists and collectors 
as .the other two and our knowledge of 
these species is more limited. The most 
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comprehensive study of them of recent 
date is due to the work of Dr. J. N. 
Rose which was published in Contri
butions From The United States Na
tional Herbarium, VoL 10 (1910), pages 
79 to 131. 

In that paper the author follows the 
suggestion made by Dr. J. K. Small in 
his Flora of the United" States who, after 
much study of this genus, came to the 
conclusion that certain of these species 
should be separated from that genus and 
placed in a new one to be called I01'l-Oxa
lis, which happens to include all of the 
species with which I am here concerned, 
along with twenty-four others, seventeen 
of which are there described by Dr. Rose 
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for the first time. He writes " In Mexico 
Ionoxal£s might well be called the har
binger of spring for it is one of the 
first plants to respond to the rains which 
break up the long dry season and is the 
very ,first to color the landscape. In 
my travels for many miles north of the 
City of Mexico I saw the high villages 
and plains blue, pink and white with 
Ionoxalis while none of the other vege
tables have hardly started." 

I onoxalis tetmphylla Cav. This species 
was described and illustrated by the Span
ish botanist Cavanilles in his Rarionml, 
Plantaru1n, Vol. 3 (1784 ) 1 and more 
fully described by Zuccarini in his mono
graph of the genus in 1851. It was 
introduced into cultivation in Europe at 
an early date and became a fai rly com
mon plant for both conservatory and 
out-of-door planting. Like all ·of the 
species of Ionoxalis, it does not develop 
a supporting axis of any kind. The 
leaves arise singly in the spring and 
result from the conversion of the free 
ends of certain of the bulb scales into 
stout petioles from four to eight inches 
long, each of which becomes crowned 
with four, or rarely three leaflets, which 
form a pattern suggestive of a Maltese 
cross from two to four inches wide. 
Each leaflet is distinguished by a zigzag 
band of purple following a course nearly 
midway between the base of the leafl ets 
and their outer edges. In Figure 1, I 
have reproduced an engraving of a plant 
made by Cavanilles. It correctly repre
sents the distinctive features of both 
leaves ' and flowers except that the zig
zag bands of purple are not shown. 

Development of the first leaves is 
accompanied or even preceded by the 
appearance of a smaller number of ped
uncles which arise from the axils of cer
tain of the bulb scales. They usually 
exceed the petioles in height and are 
held erect although Cavanilles in his 
drawing found it necessary to bend them 
over in order to suit the size of his draw
ing. Each peduncle ends in an umbel 
of from five to fifteen long-stalked flowers 
which develop successively over a long
time interval. The broadly expanded 
petals are in shades of red and rose but 

yellowish on their lower clawlike ends. 
In all the specimens I have grown, the 
ring of stigmas is below both of the 
rings of anthers in the corolla tube. 

The underground system also centers 
around a type of bulb formation dis
tinctive of the genus Ionoxalis. Some 
of its features are shown in Figure 2, 
a photograph of a plant dug up in mid
summer and washed free from adhering 
soil. The original nearly spherical bulb 
is scarcely visible because many of its 
scales have decayed or become shrunken. 
The most conspicuous feature, very com
mon in many of the species Oxalidaceae, 
is the carrotlike ob ject which was once 
a small root but has made an unusual 
growth at the expense of the remaining 
roots. 

This organ is composed of colorless 
cells filled with liquid but free from 
starch grains. Some plants produce sev
eral such structures, which not only 
draw water from deep in the earth but 
also store it up and prolong the length 
of the growing season . 

Shrinkage of the parent bulb is ac
companied by the appearance of white 
buds along the edge of the central button
like disk from which runners arise that 
terminate in a small bud that ultimately 
becomes a leaf-bearing bulb. By the end 
of the season the area immediately sur
roundin g the paren t bulb b e~omes 
sprinkled with bulbs of varying sizes 
which assure reproduction of the species 
even if no seed is produced. These bulbs 
are composed of from three to five broad 
paperlike scales surrounded by a very 
large number of decidedly narrow but 
symmetrically arranged scales which are 
filled with starch grains. 

The unusual size and pattern of the 
leaves, the height of both the leaf and 
flower stalks, the long period over which 
the flowers open, added to the adapt
ability of the species to varied habitats, 
make this a very desirable garden plant. 

. In England and in the Eastern United 
States it is considered somewhat sensi-

lTh e Library 0/ th e United Stat u Department of A triculture 
was consul ted t o $ecure th e phot ograph w hich i f r eprodu ced on 
Page 80. Th e original drawing w as fou nd in leoner et De
scription Plantaru.m (Quae aut Sponte in H is ,llnia Crescunt, aut 
in Hortis H OJ pitantur) Vol. Ill , 1 79 4 , Antonio JOleph Caua
'Jilles .- Eo . 
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Figu1'e 2. Left: A young plant of Ionoxa,zis tetraphylla. 
Right: A young plant of Ionoxalis 11Jta1,tiana. 

tive to severe frost and it is customary 
to dig up the plants in the fall and store 
them for replanting in the spring. In 
this part of California it seems to be 
perfectly hardy. 

Unfortuna'tely, this species is frequently 
known a mong horticulturists under the 
name of O,r;{)jlis Deppei. Modern bot
anists do not find essential differences 
between the plants sold under this name 
and I. tetraphylla. Still another name, 
Oxalis esculenta, has been associated 
with the species. It is in common use 
for what seems to be the same species 
as those growing in South and Central 
America where its bulbs are used for 
food. So far as I can ascertain, this 
name has never been associated with an 
adequate description . 

Iono,r;alis lasia1'bdra (Zucc. ) Rose. 
This species closely resembles in its gen
eral habit of growth and life history the 
one just described. The bulbs are similar; 
their outer protective scales are wide 
and paperlike, the inner ones fleshy, 
thicker and very narrow. They develop 
even less sturdy leaf and flower stalks 
soon after being planted. 

The most conspicuous difference be
tween the two species is in the number 
and form of their leaflets. Instead of 
four there are from five to eleven, which 
. are long, narrowly wedge shaped and 

round~d at their free ends. They are 
so poised at the end of the stalks as to 
form clusters very similar to those of a 
lupine. The ends of the stalks are en
larged so as to form a small saucer
shaped disk to which the leaflets are at
tached. They also show the phenomenon 
of "sleeping" such as is found in a very 
large percentage of the species of Oxal
idaceae. During darkness the two halves 
of each leaflet tend to close together back 
to back and the free ends of each midrib 
tend to bend downwards producing the 
effect of a partially closed umbrella. 

The long, slender flower stalks bear 
an umbel-like collection of as many as 
thirty long-stemmed flowers, each some
what trumpet shaped and made up of 
a rose-carmine corolla of an unusually 
pleasing shade which has a spread of 
three quarters of an inch and a small 
greenish tube. Only two or three flowers 
open at the same time and the flowering 
period of each cluster extends over a 
six weeks period. Very few of the 
flowers produce seed. 

The mature ,bulbs approach the form 
of a slightly flattened sphere with a short 
blunt point. As in I. tetraphylla, when 
planted several roots start at the base of 
the bulbs, one or more of which develop 
into carrotlike water storage reservoirs . 
Towards the end of the flowering period 
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Figure 3. L eft: A young plant of IOl1o xal1:s la,siandm. Right: 
The sa111,e species wh1:ch has ceased growing for the season. 

a ring of buds arises from the edge of 
the central bulb core each of which de
velops a ve ry short stem terminated by 
a bud that develops into a bulb. These, 
unlike those of I. tetmph::ylla, remain 
close to the parent bulb and do not de
velop leaves until the following year. 

The first of the accompanying photo
graphs (Figure 3) represents a plant 
grown out of doors, about two months 
after planting; the second one, in which 
all growth has ceased, its bulbs have 
matured and its water storage reservoir 
is greatly shrunken. 

This species was found in Mexico 
about 1834 by the German botanist Zuc
carini by who111 it was described. Bulbs 
of it 'were sent to botanic gardens in 
Munich and Edinburgh and it was found 
to be a pleasing and easily grown species. 
A paper by E. A. Bowles in Garden 
Magazi11e Vol. 13 ( 1936), p. 332, states 
that in spite of its many attractive fea 
tures it had become a rare plant in Eng
land. In the paper of J. N. Rose, already 
referred to, it is reported that it had 
long been in cultivation in the Botanic 
Garden at Washington D.C. I have been 
able to procure bulbs of it from Ameri
can dealers in rare plants and have fo und 
it is a pleasing summer-flowering species . 
It seems to be perfectly hardy in th is 
part of California and prefers a sunny 

situation. One of its unfo rtunate features 
is that both leaf and flower stalks are 
disposed to fall over and therefore do 
not display their unique beauty to ad
vantage unless given artificial support. 
This defect is less ob jectionable when 
the bulbs are planted close together. 

The type specimen seems to have been 
discovered in Y ucatan, but it is now 
known to have a wide distribution in
cluding parts of Mexico and southern 
parts of the United States. Still more 
remarkable is its naturalization in both 
the Transvaal and Orange R iver Free 
State of South Africa. The agencies by 
which it reached these countries are an 
unsolved mystery. It has also acquired 
an unsavory reputation because of its 
aggressiveness in certain of our southern 
states . 

Like the two species just described, it 
lacks supporting axes and its leaves are 
developed from bulb scales although they 
are decidedly shor ter but more abundant 
than in either I. tet1'{])phylla or I. lasi
andm. There are only three leafl ets 
which are distinguished by their broadly 
wedge-shaped form and widely separated 
lobes . The leaf stalks rarely exceed six 
inches in length but the number pro
duced is great enough to give ri se to 
a voluminous mound of foliage. The 
flower stalks are longer and end in a 
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few-flowered umbel of funnel-shaped 
corollas which attain a spread of three 
quarters of an inch of white or violet 
petals. None of my plants has produced 
seed but seed-bearing plants have been 
reported on. It is a fairly hardy and 
easily grown species of a type fairly com
mon in species of Oxalidaceae. It has 
been classed as a somewhat aggressive 
species in some regions. 

I. vespertillionis (Torrey and Gray) 
Small. This species, of v-'hich I have 
not been able to obtain either se~d or 
bulbs, was first collected by John Torrey 
in the prairie regions of Texas and Ari
zona and published in Torrey and Gray's 
Flora of The United States between 1838 
and 1840. At about the same time it was 
discovered in Mexico by a collector 
named Karminski who sent bulbs of it 
to the Munich Botanic Garden where 
it produced plants that were described 
by Zuccarini. Just how it came about 
that both botanists proposed the same 
specific name for it has not been ex
plained. That name is, however, a very 
appropriate one for the remarkably nar
row and widely divergent lobes of its 
leaflets suggest that of a bat (vespertillio) 
poised in mid-air. Later collections have 
been made in many parts of Mexico, and 
Guatemala. It is clearly related to I. 
tatifolia and was transferred to the genus 
Ionoxalis by Small. I have not found 
records of its cultivation in either Europe 
or Arnerica. 

Specimens of this plant were first col
lected in what is now southern Brazil 
and others were found later in other 
parts of South and Central America. 
Still later it appears to have become 
naturalized in widely separated regions, 
including the West Indies, Java, Mauri
tius, Ceylon, the Philippines and Sand
wich Islands as well as certain of our 
Gulf States and California. Some of 
these collections were thought to repre
sent new species and were given new 
names, including O. bipa1,tita Graham, 
O. corY111,bos{]) de Candolle, O. fioribunda 
Lehman and O. urbica St. Hilaire; all of 
these are now considered synonyms. The 
original name was used by Zuccarini in 
1825 in commemoration of a certain 

Dr. Martius; it was changed from O. 
M a1,tiana to Ionoxalis M artiana by Small 
in 1903. 

The accompanying illustration (Figure 
2 at the right) shows a plant in late 
summer which had not yet begun to 
flower. In both foliage and flowers it 
resembles I. latifolius rather than I . 
lasiandm. Leaves are produced in great 
abundance and consist of somewhat flex
uous stalks terminating in deep green 
obcordate blades. The petioles are some
what longer and bear from three to six 
rather small flowers whose colors range 
from white to shades of violet and pink. 

Although this species is not lacking 
in beauty, its aggressiveenss puts it in 
the same category as the still more widely 
distributed O. cor11iC'Mlata. Unlike that 
species, it yields very little seed and its 
ability to establish itself in widely sepa
rated parts of the world results from 
its ability to produce large crops of very 
small bulbs every year. It appeared in 
my garden about three years ago and 
I found my first description of it in J. 
H . Howell's Flom of Marin C0U111ty 
(1948) who reported it growing on a 
public lawn near Ross Station. Later 
1 learned that it had been introduced 
into several of our coastal counties. One 
of the owners of the Brown Bulb Farm 
of Capitola told me he thought it had 
been introduced with other members of 
the family as many as fifteen years ago. 
This firm spent a lot of money in an at
tempt to exterminate it by treating the 
soil with methyl bromide but with poor 
success. 

An examination of bulb-forming plants 
towards the end of the growing season 
will reveal runners originating from the 
base of the parent bulbs each of which 
produces from one to several small bulb
lets all of which are capable of producing 
plants the following season. I have 
counted as many as sixty such bulblets 
on a single plant. There is no question 
that the aggressiveness of this species is 
the result of its ability to produce large 
numbers of bulblets annually and the ease 
with which these bulblets can be scat
tered when the soil in which they grow 
is disturbed. 
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TUBE AND ANTHERS 
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The Auricula is one of those modest 
flowers which caught the fancy of gar
deners for several centuries, and particu
larly of the early 19th Century. .Though 
there seems to be some confusion over 
the origin of this plant, it is mentioned 
as early as 1597 in Gerarde's H erball 
under the name 'Auricula ursi', the 
'Beares' Eares' of the plain gardener. 

The disputed parentage of the Auricula 
is apparently conducive to the develop
ment of numerous variations of flower
and leaf-structure, and of colors and com
binations of colors rarely ever seen in 
other flowers. The few of the colors 
listed here could have been selected from 
a display of rare oriental silks : dove-grey, 
silver-green, cafe au Iait, burnt sienna, 
Van Dyke brown, brick-red, and even 
black; old catalogs are listing colors which 
were the last work a century ago: 'mur
rey'-a dull purple, 'haire colour'- some
what like taffy. The German Aurikel 
Flora of 1801 lists 144 varieties, and R. 
Sweet's Ff,01'ist Guide of 1822-32 illus
trates some 42 varieties. 

During this period, the popular interest 
in this plant and the gardeners' frantic 
attempts to create even more unusual 
varieties threatened to assume the pro
portions of a mania. Experts set up strict, 
if not ridiculous, standards, and several 
classes. The 'Borders', for instance, had 
to meet certain specifications as to the 
color of the marginal zone and of the 
body, the area and the texture of the 
'meal' or 'paste', and the standards of the 
five types of 'Show' Auriculas, too deli
cate fo r outdoor culture, were even more 
severe. The A lpines without 'paste' had 

to conform to similar standards to be 
acceptable. 

The enti re subject of "Auriculas" is 
quite involved from the botanical and 
horticultural standpoint, as will ,.become 
quite evident to anyone who stlWdies Sir 
Rowland Biffen's book and his bibli
ographical references. After reading this 
highly competent work, inspired by a 
real love of the subject, it is easier to 
understand how such a modest flower 
could capture the imagination and chal
lenge the skill and patience of several 
generations of gardeners. 

From the standpoint of public taste, 
particularly during the earlier part of the 
past century, the formal design of the 
A uricula flower, the comparative ease 
with which unusual color combinations 
were created, would make it a favorite. 
The style of the ·botanical artists of that 
period was also especially suited to ren
derings of this species. It is impossible 
to escape the charm of the Auricula paint
ings by Ehret and Robbins, Henderson 
and Reinagle, and many others whose 
works are hidden away in some archives. 
Even the more primitive, schematic, cata
log illustrations showing the exact color 
areas permissible for the marginal zones, 
the discs and the eyes, are fascinating 
records of a civi lization, which found 
satisfaction and a sense of achievement 
in a new Auricula. 

N early a century and several devastat
ing wars have gone by since Western cul
ture became so excited over the 'Beares' 
Eares.' I t would be interesting to find 
out how many of Kannegiesser's 144 
varieties managed to survive the histori
cal and hor ticultural upheavals. 
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Federal Plant Introduction Gardens 
W . H. H ODGE, H. F . L OOM I S, 

L LO YD E . J OLEY, AND JO HN L. CREECH! 

Gardens fo r testing new or little known 
irrunigrant plants were recognized early by 
the United States Department of Agriculture 
as essential to the success of formalized plant 
int roduction. Vvithout · ample growing fa
cilities fo r handling plant introductions all 
the effort and expense involved in obtaining 
plant germplasm abroad would be fo r 
nought. But in specially equipped gardens 
or nurseries, seeds, cuttings, and plants may 
be increased, propagated, and tested prior to 
distribution throughout the United States. 

Thus it was that 1898, the same year that 
marked the formal birth of a regular F ederal 
program for plant introduction, saw also 
the establishment of a fi rst Federal P lant 
Introduction Garden . This was a modest 
six-acre tract located on Brickell Avenue, 
close to what is now downtown Miami, but 
since returned to the original owners and the 
plants transferred to the Garden near Coco
nut G rove established in 1922. In 1904, en
thusiastic citizens of Chico, CalifortJ ia, be
came so interested in having their town 
chosen as a second site fo r a similar int ro
duction garden that they purchased eighty 
acres of land and turned it over to the F ed
eral 'Government fo r this purpose. An 
urgent need fo r a location near operational 
headquarters at W ashington, D . C, fi nally 
resulted in the establishment in 1919 of the 
Garden at nearby Glenn Dale, Maryland, 
where immediate care could be given to plant 
material weakened by long t ransit periods 
from abroad and for purposes of quarantine 
isolation when necessary. The last of the 
four F ederal locations, the Barbour Lathrop 
Plant Introduction Garden, Savannah, 
Georgia, was also established in 1919 as a 
gift of its namesake, who hoped to preserve 
for posterity a grove of the giant timber 
bamboo that had been established on the 
proper ty. 

!Plant Introduction Section, Horti cultural Crops 
Research Branch, Agricultural Research Service, 
United States Department of Agriculture. 

Since the receipt of manuscript, D r. H odge has 
resigned and joined the staff of Longwood Gar
dens, Kennett Square, P ennsylvania. E d. 

[86] 

Although the four Plant Introduction 
Gardens mentioned above constitute the only 
strictly Federal locations currently operated 
by the Agriculture Department's Plant In
troduction Section,2 other gardens have 
existed in the past. From 1909 to 1925 a 
F ederal test garden was maintained at 
Brooksville, Florida. Its work was trans
ferred to the Savannah Garden following the 
latter 's establishment. Similarly, a garden 
leased at "Yarrow" near Rockville, Mary
la nd, served the W ashington, D . C, area 
from 1910 to 1919 when the present perma
nent Garden at Glenn Dale, Maryland, was 
set up. 

Among the gardens now defunct were 
those once operated at Brownsville, T exas, 
and Bellingham, Washington. The latter lo
cation was especially selected for the increase 
of bulbous species. These locations were 
active at a t ime when tens of thousands of 
seeds had to be bought annually for free 
distribution in seed packet form through 
Congressional lists. This costly and highly 
ineffectual method of disseminating and 
evaluating plants ceased in 1925 and the 
years since have seen the practical termina
tion of the program of indiscriminate distri
bution of free plants to hosts of private ex
perimenters, mostly amateurs, unqualified 
fo r this type of work. Today the plant ma
terials held at the P lant Introduction Gar
dens are not available to the general public 
but are destin ed fo r testing primarily by 
qualified researchers in the Department of 
Agriculture, their counterparts at State E x
periment Stations, and other bona fide agri
cultural institutions, both here or abroad. 

Many persons are often initially confused 
as to the exact functi ons of the F ederal P lant 
Introduction Gardens. They are neither 
botanic gardens nor arboreta in the true 

20 rig inally known as the "Office of F oreign Seed 
and Plant Introduction," then "Office of F oreign 
Plant Introduction," and until 1953 "Division of 
Plant Explorati on and Introduction," of the former 
Bureau of Pl ant I·ndustry, Soils, and Agricultural 
Engineering. 
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sense of these words nor are they true ex
periment stations . Yet some of the work of 
each of these types of organizations is shared 
by these Gardens. Plant Introduction Gar
dens are like botanic ([ardens in beinO' 

~ b' 

among other things, repositories of living 
plants; but unlike botanic gardens the col
lections in an Introduction Garden are 
limited to plants with present or potential 
economic value to man. Introduction Gar
dens may lack the well-groomed look and 
landscaping characteristic of botanic gardens 
and arboreta. For purposes of ready refer
ence and economy of maintenance, it is easier 
to set out immigrant plants in simple blocks 
or rows. And for purposes of preliminary 
evaluation, once placed in the field, the plants 
must shift for themselves without undue spe
cial attention. The Plant Introduction Gar
den collections often have a quicker turnover 
in plants. Usually, valuable species, once 
widely established, no longer need to be held. 
Likewise, material definitely proved of no 
value is discarded. 

The Introducti on Gardens have been 
called the "Ellis Islands" of immigrant 
plants. They simply receive introduced 
plants, quarantine them if necessary (pri
marily at Glenn Dale), test them to see if 
they are in any way suitable for more exten
sive trial among America's plant scientists, 
and, if so, are increased and distributed 
based on the orders of specialists at the head~ 
quarters of the P lant Introduction Section. 
To the Introduction Gardens go plants to be 
quarantined, woody species which cannot be 
handled as annual crops, certain types of 
ornamentals, and all li ttle-known plants the 
potentialities of which are yet to be deter
mined. Some introductions may even need 
!o be grown to maturity to allow their cor
rect names to be determined or verified. In
troduced seeds or propagules of most of our 
common annual field and vegetable crops do 
not normally go to these Gardens but rather 
.enter test programs in the United States 
through another series of regional plant in
troduction centers administered cooperative
ly by the Department with the State Agri
cultural Experiment Stations. 

A large proportion of the introductions to 
be seen in the Plant In troduction Gardens 

have come from professional plant explorers 
sent out by the Section. Other introductions 
have been received in the fo reign seed ex
change program maintained by the Section. 
Still others have come through correspond
ence with fore ign sources, as voluntary gifts, 
or, in minor numbers, through other chan
nels. 

~ecause ~f the necessity fo r rapidly propa
gat1l1g a WIde series of plant material, the 
growth requirements and life history of 
which little is often known, the Section un
?ertakes res~rch on propagation methods at 
Its In~roductlOn Gardens. The adaptabili ty 
of vanous types of media for the germination 
~f seed, the use of various wave lengths of 
l~ght for seedlings and for the rooting of cut
tl11gs, th e efficacy of growth hormones, and 
various techniques fo r the growing of plants, 
are or have been investigated. Since the In
troduction Gardens have handled thousands 
of shipments of living plants, they have also 
utilized special techniques, such as the use 
of polyethylene wrapping and sphagnum 
rooting media, to insure that plants arrive 
safely at their ultimate destinations. 

Some types of plants sent to the Introduc
tion Gardens receive much more exhaustive 
tests than others. These have to do with 
material which the Section hopes to estab
lish as entirely new crops for the United 
States or, if the material is not new, to estab
lish a new method of uti lization for an 
existing crop. Often the bringing together 
of related species and varieties for the study 
of their taxonomy, life histories, growth 
habits, adaptabi li ty, and economic utilization, 
requires investigations running into many 
years before selective introductions can be 
recommended to growers. Examples of now 
well-established specialty plants which have 
"graduated" from the Section's program in
clude: Glenn Dale hybrid azaleas, avocado, 
date palm, tung, and Chinese chestnut; while 
among plants still "matriculating" can be 
mentioned certain kinds of bamboos, pis
tach io nut, and tropical cortisone-yielding 
yams. The better known plant introductions, 
li ke those just mentioned. enter directly into 
use in American horticulture; many others, 
often unimportant or even undesirable as re
gards their horticul tu ral character istics but 
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carrying much needed resistance to disease, 
play obscure though highly valued roles 
known only to plant breeders. 

In the course of making exhaustive tests 
on certain categories of material, large col
lections are built up and held for long pe
riods. Although these collections change 
during the course of years, at anyone time 
each of the Federal Plant Introduction Gar
dens may have several thousand introduc
tions being held in various stages of test. 
The Gardens therefore constitute important 
reservoirs or "banks" for plant germplasm. 

U. S. Plant Introdlbbction Garden, 
Cocon.ut Grove, FlO1'ida 

As stated above, a garden concerned pri
marily with studies of tropical woody plant 
introductions has been conducted by the De
partment of Agriculture in Dade County, 
Florida, since 1898, when the first garden 
was established on Brickell Avenue in 
Miami. It was not long until this area be
came crowded with plants and another some
what supplemental garden of twenty-five 
acres was begun in 1914 on the north side 
of Miami in a subdivision known as Buena 
Vista. By 1921 half of the Buena Vista Gar
den and all of the Brickell Avenue Garden 
had been planted and consideration was be-
111g given to additional acreage for expan
sion. 

Late in 1921, it was learned that the Chap
man Field Military Reservation, located 
about thirteen miles southwest of Miami 
near Coconut Grove, was to be abandoned by 
the War Department. Its potentialities were 
investigated and, on the basis of the opinion 
of David Fairchild and others familiar with 
both local conditions and with the require
ments of tropical plants, a request was made 
for transfer of the Military Reservation to 
the Department of Agriculture. While direct 
transfer was not made, a permit for use of 
the Reservation for a Plant Introduction 
Garden, revocable on three years' notice, 
was issued on December 15, 1922. Later the 
area covered by the permit was reduced to 
ninety-five acres which included all the im
provements of the Reservation. For many 

years this area, plus an additional sixty-five
acre pinewoods area, used under an extend
able five-year permit for the planting of rub
ber trees, constituted this U. S. Plant In
troduction Garden. The military name, 
"Chapman Field," has been unofficially at
tached to the Garden. The 80th Congress 
transferred title of these leased areas, plus 
an additional one of approximately thirty
seven acres, in 1947. 

The first permanent planting was made at 
the "U. S. Plant Introduction Garden" (the 
preferred name) near Cococnut Grove, on 
April 26, 1923. During the next three years, 
much of the material that had been grown 
at the Brickell A venue and Buena Vista Gar
dens was transferred to the new location. 
In September, 1926, a severe hurricane 
which swept the Miami area did great dam
age to the two early gardens and thereafter 
they were abandoned, most of their intro
duced plants having already been established 
at the new Garden. Today, approximately 
125 acres of the 197 acres transferred are 
developed in plantings or are ready to re
ceive them. 

The largest part of the present Garden 
consists of what is known locally as "high 
pineland." This lies from three to twelve 
feet above the water table and is composed 
of very porous and rather soft oolitic lime
$tone with only a thin covering of sandy 
soil, except in certain pockets of varying 
size where the soil may extend down to the 
ground water. Despite the inhospitable loo,k 
of this rocky limestone, it disintegrates readi
ly upon exposure to form a soil quite satis
factory to the growth of most woody species. 
On the east side the "high" pineland drops 
off to what once had been a mangrove 
swamp, but which, in 1917, was filled with 
dredged marl soil to form a level airfield a 
foot or two above mean high tide. This va
riety of ecologi.cal sites gives opportunity for 
testing introduced plants under the extremes 
of soil conditions as they occur in subtropical 
Florida. 

Since the inception of the Garden, over 
14,000 plant accessions have been received. 
The average per year is nearly 500. A num
ber, of course, fail to become established. 
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These accessions represent seeds, cuttings, 
bud wood, and plants, sent from every part 
of the subtropical and tropical world, and 
represent a wide sampling of the species of 
the tropics. Most plant accessions are seeds, 
usually planted on the day they arrive. The 
resulting seedlings, as well as other propa
gating material, are grown .in propagating 
houses to a size suitable for planting in the 
field. Except in special cases where larger 
representation is needed, four plants of each 
introduction are set in permanent places in 
the field with several held in reserve fo r re
placement. 

The Garden at Coconut Grove is more like 
a botanic garden than any of its sister Gar
dens. The practice of setting out a few 
plants of each introduction received has now 
resulted in the establishment of a living col
lection of tropical and subtropical plants not 
equaled elsewhere in this hemisphere, and 
surpassed by few gardens in the Old World 
tropics. Well over 3,000 plant introductions, 
many represented by numerous specimens, 
are growing at the Garden. Especially note
worthy are the collections of Acacia (30 
spp.), Albjzzia (25 spp.), bamboo (3 5 spp., 
half in Bambusa), Bauhinia (30 spp.), 
Cassia (25 spp.), Cordia (15 spp.), Ery
thrina (20 spp.), Eucalyptus (40 spp.), 
Ficus (85 spp.), Lonchocarpus ( 10 spp.), 
palms (about 200 spp. in 76 genera with 
Coccothrinax, Phoenix, and Sabal especially 
well represented), Strophanthus (15 spp.), 
T abebuia ( 12 spp.), Terminalia (20 spp.), 
and a number of woody rubber- and latex
producing species (in Achras, Castilla, 
Cnidoscolus, Cryptostegia, Ficus, Funtumia, 
Hevea. Landolphia. Manihot, Mascarenha
sia, Mimusops, and Palaquium). 

. The in troductions of Indian and P hilip
pine varieties of mangoes (55 clones) a~d 
the large series of avocados (40 clones in 76 
introductions) from Mexi,co and Central 
America have c;ontributed directly or indi

. rectly to the development of the extensive 
commercial plantings of these fruits in the 
United States. Likewise, many of the lesser.
known tropical and subtropical fruits now 
widely grown here came by way of this Gar
den as introductions from abroad. Of incal
culable value to subtropical horticulture of 

this country is the host of woody ornamen
tals first introduced through Coconut Grove 
and now widely planted in southern F lorida, 
Puerto Rico, Canal Zone, and Hawaii. 

The collection of rubber-yielding species 
and the work related to it deserves further 
elaboration in view of the fact that the Unit
ed States is the world's fo remost user of 
strategic natural rubber. A comprehensive 
collection of rubber-producing plants has 
been gathered and maintained since 1923. 
Extensive studies have been made concerning 
production possibilities in times of national 
emergency, physiological and chemical for
mation of rubber in the plant, methods of 
harvesting rubber from the various species, 
and the like. R ubber chemists have taken 
advantage of this world aggregation of rub
ber plants to secure fresh latex and rubber 
samples for studies that otherwise would re
quire prohibi tive travel and expense to get 
them in the wi ld. 

The Para rubber tree, H evea bl'asil-iensis, 
has been the chief species of study. It was 
found very early that this strictly tropical 
species would grow sufficiently well in the 
deep-soil areas of Dade County, and could 
withstand hurricanes and light frosts with 
li ttle more than temporary setbacks. It was 
discovered that the tree was not attacked by 
the serious diseases affecting it in tropical 
plantations and that it fruited well. More
over , many of the selected varieties flowered 
from two to five times a season in contrast 
to the single flowering that took place in 
commercial plantings in the tropics. This 
fact has been used to effect intercrossing of 
varieties that do not have synchronous flow
ering under plantation conditions. The Gar
den at Coconut Grove has served as an in
termediate Hevea quarantine station for al
most a decade, a primary purpose of which 
is to screen and propagate living materials 
free from the danger of such virulent plagues 
as the South American leaf disease. Desir
able clones are grown and from them bud
wood is shipped to any rubber-producing 
area of the world without fear of transport
ing any serious disease. To further this in
ternational program. as well as to aid rubber 
breeders, about 250 of the world's best clone 
are maintained. Included are hybrid C011-
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View at the Plant Int1'oduction Garden, Coconut G?'ove, Florida, show
ing a Brazilian species of Chorisia (B ()11l1Jb'acaceae), one of the unusual 
tropiml Orna11'Le11 tal t1'ees introduced for possible use in southe'rn 

Florida a11d California. 

April 1956 
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taining germplasm of H evea bentha11l14ana, a 
species resistant to leaf disease. 

In 1954, a start was made on the establish
ment of germplasm collections of coffee and 
cacao (chocolate )-important export com
modities of tropical Am erica. A program 
simila r to that conducted for the Para rubber 
tree is also now operating with these two 
tree crops. As in the case of rubber, very 
serious diseases exist in coffee- and cacao
growing countries . Old \ i\T orld coffee rust, 
an especially virulent disease, is not estab
lished in the New World tropics and str ict 
quarantine is necessary to keep it from en
tering and destroying the important coffee 
plantings in Latin America. Serious vi rus 
diseases also occur in some cacao-producing 
areas. Both coffee and cacao can be main
tained disease free in isolation in southern 
Florida where these trees, like rubber, can
not be grown commercially. The collection 
of coffee, chiefl y varieties of the impor tant 
Coffea arabica, already numbers over a hun
dred types and others will be added as they 
become available. The cacao collection is not 
as large. Disease- and insect-free material 
from these collections will be made available 
to cooperating countries as needed. 

In recent years certain groups of plants 
have been found yielding steroidal materials 
which exert highly beneficial effects in arth
ritis and similar diseases. The more valuable 
of these plants are tropical or subtropical and 
can only be tested at relatively frost-free lo
cations like Coconut Grove. This accounts 
for the collection of t he Afri can genus Stro
phanthus. Certain Slf these steroidal materials 
were first encountered in their seeds. T he 
yam genus, Dioscorea, also largely tropical, 
now appears of more value than Strophan
thus and has been undergoing field testing 
at this Garden. 

As might be expected, the large aggrega
tion of tropical plants available in the collec
tions at Coconut Grove has been a source of 
interest to many scientific workers besides 
botanists and horticulturists . Since the col
lection represents a cross section of the 
higher plants, it has been much used for 

screening them for materials potentially 
valuable in chemistry or medicine. H undreds 
of samples of leaves, stems, roots, and frui ts 
have gone to such agencies as the Depart
ment of Agriculture's Eastern U tilization 
Research Branch fo r general chemical sur
vey ; to the University of Vermont for analy
sis for antibiotics; and to the National Insti
tutes of H ealth fo r screening for alkaloids 
of possible use in the treatment of hear t 
disease. 

During World War II the Garden was 
used for the training of Air F orce personnel 
in the techniques of survival, using plants 
found throughout the tropics that yield food, 
or provide materials of aid in surviving on 
land or on the sea. The records show that 
these studies were instrumental in saving 
the lives of many Air Force personnel, par
ticula rly in the Paci fic theatre of action . 

Located as it is close to a large metro
politan population highly interested in horti
cultural materials, the Garden is much 
visited by local Garden Clubs for study of 
exotic plants, methods of seed sowing, and 
general propagation. The Garden is also 
seen daily by many transients interested in 
touring the grounds or in having special 
problems answered. School and university 
classes also use the Garden occasionally fo r 
conducted botanical or horticultural tours. 

Statewide interest in the U. S. P lant In
troduction Garden at Coconut Grove con
tinues to be high because of the great amount 
of successfully established plant material 
from tropical countries that it has introduced 
and distributed. Many botanical and horti
cultural insti tu tions elsewhere in the U nited 
States and in fo reign countries profit from 
the plants and seeds the Garden offers for 
distr ibution . Closer home, cooperative rela
tions of mutual benefit are maintained with 
the University of Florida at Gainesvi lle; the 
Un iversity of Miami ; the Subtropical Ex
periment Station at Homestead, F lorida; the 
Fairchild T ropical Garden at Coconut Grove, 
F lorida; and the Dade County (Greater 
Miami) Parks System. 
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Top: Method of handling clonal 11w.terial of H eve a at the Pla,11t Introd~~ction Garden, 
Coconut G1'ove, F lorida. Seedling trees are pollarded thus sti1n~~lating mpid shoot growth 
on which important c!01wl lines are b1'ldded for eveNtual dist1'ibution or 111,aintenance. 

Bottom,: Lath house with tropica,l and subt1'oPical plants being g1'own for establish11~ent, 
Plant I nt1'oduction Gm'den, Coconut G1'ove. 
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U. s. Pla11t Introduction Garden, 
Chico, California 

The Plant Introduction Garden at Chico 
was established in 1904 for the purpose of 
evaluating, propagating, and distributing 
plant accessions under West Coast condi
tions. The original deed of eighty acres of 
land made by the citizens of Chico was later 
increased to 210 acres through the Federal 
purchase of adjacent lands and their water 
rights. Of the total acreage, approximately 
150 are now under cultivation. 

During the years when the Congressional 
Seed Distribution was in vogue, Chico was 
concerned with the culture and distribution 
of ornamental plants, many of them anmrals, 
but now most emphasis is on the preliminary 
evaluation of introductions of deciduous 
stone fruits and nuts. Lying in the irrigated 
Sacramento Valley of northern California, 
the Garden is admirably suited for this pur
pose since it 1S at the center of one of the 
nation's leading drupaceous fruit and nut 
areas. Most stone fruits entering the country 
through quarantine at Glenn Dale generally 
go to Chico for evaluation. 

In the present Chico germ plasm collection 
are more than 1100 dones and varieties (as 
well as 3000 stone-fruit seedlings) compris
ing 250 cherries, 195 apricots, 450 peaches, 
70 nectarines, and 200 plums. There are 250 
to 300 miscellaneous woody-ornamental and 
specialty-crop accessions; 7 named pistachio
nut varieties in addition to 750 seedlings and 
9 species of Pi stacia ; 200 English or Per
sian walnut seedlings; Oriental chestnuts; as 
well as miscellaneous fruits such as the Chi
nese gooseberry (Actinidia chinensis), Chi
nese date or jujube (Zizyphus jujuba) , 
olive, pear, Oriental persimmon, and pome
granate. 

Evaluation of any fruit or nut about which 
little is known consists of a year by year 
recording of tree characters including time 
of bloom and foliation, flower hardiness, di
sease and insect resistance, yield, and such 
fruit characters as size, color, quality, and 
maturity. Though only a few introductions 
may measure up to varieties grown in the 
United States, there are always outstanding 

characters of interest to the fruit breeder 
who may utilize them in the development 
of still better commercial varieties. 

Cherry collection. Of all the stone fruits, 
except possibly . plums, cherries seem to 
offer the most promise of introducing foreign 
varieties suitable for direct production in the 
United States. This was not realized until 
1941 as importations up to that time were 
not as extensive as with other stone fruits. 
Most of the cherry collection consists of the 
sweet varieties, with about 25 varieties of the 
sour type. Some 220 European varieties 
have been evaluated for their fruit characters 
and quality, but there are at least twi.ce that 
number of named types still to be introduced 
and tested. An example of the evaluation 
program at Chico is the testing of fruit for 
cracking resistance. Samples are picked at 
four stages of maturity, beginning when the 
crop is commercially ripe, and cracking read
ings are taken after immersion in tap water 
for ten to twenty-four hours. With the in
creased interest in froeen cherries, freezing 
and storage tests also have been started to 
determine which of the numerous varieties 
are best fitted for such purposes. 

There is, of course, much interest in co
operatively testing the Chico collections else
where. The Oregon State Experiment Sta
tion has used the entire Chico cherry collec
tion for' studies of virus control and variety 
testing at Corvallis. Research workers in 
California are testing selected varieties from 
Chico under their own particular conditions 
and are using pollen obtained at this Garden 
for breeding new varieties. Sour cherry 
varieties have been distributed to the State 
Experiment Stations in Wisconsin and Indi
ana for use in their local breeding programs. 
Miscellaneous cherry varieties have also 
been sent elsewhere for a number of specific 
purposes. 

Apricot Collection. There are approxi
mately 195 varieties and over 2,000 seedlings 
distributed among some 225 introductions 
of apricots. The varieties are largely from 
Europe but the seedlings represent intro
ductions from all sections of the world where 
apricots are grown. Heaviest representa
tions are from the world gene centers in 
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General view at Plant Int1'oduction GMden, Chico, California, with seedling deciduous 
fruit introd~tct1:ons in f01'eg1'Ou,nd and greenhouse facilities in 1'ea?' . 
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India, Afghanistan, Iran, Iraq, and the So
viet Union, although there are some from 
Argentina, Chile, and China. Evaluation 
work on apricots is largely concentrated on 
the large seedling collection in order to re
duce as rapidly as possible both their num
bers and the cultural problems they present. 

Desirable qualities in apricots inc1L1de late 
blossoming, consistent cropping, size, color, 
and quality. Blossoming and foliation rec
ords are fairly complete, but, with the early 
blossoming habit of the apricot, climatic fac
tors beyond control often interfere with 
cropping. If judged solely on fruit quality 
alone, the majority of the seedlings, as with 
many other plant introductions, could be 
eliminated very rapidly. But to select types 
that meet both the requirements suggested 
by breeders from the Northeastern States as 
well as those of the VV' est has resulted in a 
program of evaluation and selection that re
quires a considerable period of time. Too 
often climatic variations change ratings from 
"extraordinary" in one year to "very ordi
nary" the following year . Thus it requires 
at least three years of fruiting before one can 
fully tell just how well a seedling apricot can 
perform. 

Peach a-nd Nectarine Collection. There are 
approximately 450 peach and 70 nectarine 
varieties and 800 peach and nectarine seed
lings. Blossoming and foliation records are 
quite complete for all seedlings and varieties. 
An informal list or inventory of each peach 
and nectarine variety in the collection exists. 
This includes the source of the variety, its 
origin if known, and descriptive notes made 
at Chico whenever these are available. Such 
notes may include the cropping, season of 
maturity, size, shape, skin and flesh color, 
GJ.uality, and the like. To cut down cultural 
costs, varieties rated either of no value or so 
widely distributed that they can readily be 
obtained again are discarded. Before they 
are removed, an opportunity to obtain pro
pagating wood is given to all profesional 
horticulturists interested. 

In the evaluation of plant introductions, 
specialists must be opportunists. The very 
wet winter and early spring of 1951-52 made 
it impossible to apply the usual leaf-curl 

sprays. Taking advantage of the leaf-curl 
epidemic that followed, a comprehensive sur
vey was made of all peach and nectarine 
trees in relation to their susceptibility to this 
disease. Nematode or root-knot diseases 
have become an increasingly serious prob
lem to the peach industry; consequently, 
foreign introductions carrying resistance to 
these diseases are of high interest to breeders. 
Introductions of the 'Shalil' and 'Yunnan' 
peach and 'Quetta' nectarine have produced 
seedlings highly resistant to this pest. To 
discover other resistant lines, a general pro
gram has been carried out to test progeny 
of all introductions whose origin indicates 
potential nematode resistance. A number of 
resistant selections have been discovered, an 
example being a seedling resistant to the 
virulent J avanica species of peach nematode. 

Future studies on the peach collection will 
include, besides continuation of general fruit 
evaluation, screening for good freezing quali
ty, and for kernel sweetness, a character of 
interest to breeders of both peaches and 
apricots. 

Ph~11~ Collection. Some 200 varieties and 
165 miscellaneous seedlings of plums are 
maintained. Fruit evaluations have been 
made in part but blossom and foliation rec
ords are rather complete. 

Miscellaneous F,'uit a,nd Nut Collection. 
The jujube, or Chinese date, attracted con
siderable attention for a time, then this in
terest waned to the point where it was of 
importance only in home gardens and in 
arid areas where other fruits are grown 
with difficulty. Because of recent renewed 
interest, populations of 400 or more seed
lings of several varieties and seedling selec
tions have been pl<\nted out for fruiting. The 
objective is to find a jujube type with fruits 
that are larger, of better quality, and sweeter 
than those presently being grown. Also of 
interest is a selection characterized by a 
smoother-pointed and less dangerous pit. 

There has long been keen interest in the 
pistachio nut, a potential new tree crop for 
this country. Recognizing this, the Plant In
troduction Section, in 1930, began a com
bination introduction, evaluation, and re-



Pistachio trees, Pistacia vera, in the sp1'ing fiowe1'ing season, Plant Introduction Garden, 
Chico, Califor1via. 

search program to determine some of the 
problems limiting the ,culture of this nut 
crop. Although there are many problems to 
be solved, sufficient information has been 
accumulated so that trial plantings in suit
able areas can now be started. 

Losses following transplanting have con
stituted one of the major hazards to the cul
ture of the pistachio nut and account for 
much of the reluctance of nurseries to propa
gate it. Consequently, much effort has been 
directed toward developing a suitable root
stock and one that is immune or resistant to 
nematode attack. Problems in pollination 
constitute another hazard in the production 
of good yields. Being wind-pollinated and 
having both male and female trees, it is 
evident that the male tree must be shedding 
pollen at the time the female flowers are 
receptive. Of 750 seedling introductions, 
about sixteen selections have been made and 

[96] 

three of these are of such good quality that 
they have been named to indicate that they 
are worthy of trial elsewhere. 

A useful ornamental tree may be a by
product of the pistachio work. One of the 
introductions, Pistacia chinensis, puts on 
such fine color in the fall in the area of 
Chico that it looks like a desirable tree for 
roadside or other ornamental planting. Se
lections have been made to see whether 
ability to produce certain color is genetically 
linked. 

Limited evaluation has been made on some 
200 seedling introductions of the Persian 
walnut. Selections have been made and dis
tributed for further trial to several of the 
State Experiment Stations and to Canada. 
Pollen obtained fr0111 the trees at Chico has 
also been used elsewhere in breeding pro
grams. 
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Office and lGJboratory buildings, Plant Introduction Garden, Glenn Dale, Maryland. 

U. S. Plant Introduction Garden, 
Glenn Dale, Maryland 

The establishment of a Plant Introduction 
Garden near Glenn Dale,3 Maryland, in the 
winter of 1919 resulted from the need of 
such a facility near Washington, D. c., the 
principal point of inspection for gennplasm 
brought in from abroad by the Plant Intro
duction Section. Living plant materials often 
arrive considerably weakened because of 
long periods of transit and, hence, may re
quire special care . They may also have to 
undergo quarantine to insure freedom from 
disease or pests. A center was thus required 
where plant introductions could be initially 
established, then propagated and grown un
der observation for a season or more until 
all possible danger of the development of 
disease was past and before any distribution 
was made to other parts of the country. Dur
ina- t he period 1910-1919 these needs were 

b . 

partially fulfilled by a temporary fi eld statIOn 
located on proper ty leased near Rockvi lle, 
Maryland. 

3Located about ixteen miles northeast of Wash
ington, D. c., just off U. S. Route SO. 

A permanent Plant Detention and Field 
Station, as it was first called, was established 
during the winter of 1919-1920 near the 
small community of Glenn Dale.4 

On April 7, 1920, the first tree, Pyrus 
callery ana (P. 1. 45687), was planted by 
P. H . Dorsett and Edward Goucher. This 
is of historical interest, for sixteen years 
earlier the same two men also had planted 
the first tree (a walnut) at the then new 
Introduction Garden at Chi·co, California. 
The orig inal Glenn Dale tract included fifty 
acres. In 1940, an additional twenty acres 
were purchased; of this total about sixty-five 
acres are now under cultivation. 

T oday the Plant Introduction Garden at 
Glenn Dale carries on special quarantine 
functions; serves as an introduction, evalua
tion, and distribution center; and maintains 

4The new Introduction Garden was located adja
cen t to an interurban line which then connected 
Vv'ashington and Baltimore. The stop point, very 
conveniently serving the Garden, was known as 
"Bell" and because of this association the P lant In
troduction Garden is sometimes even today incor
rect ly referred to as the "Bell Station." 



A 32 year-old speci111,en of the hands0111,e Chinese Bristletooth oak, Quercus acutissi111,a, es
tablished at the Glenn Dale Plant Introduction Garden . 

The blight-resistant Chinese hairy chestnut, an e%arnple of a well b.o'lJ.m 110rtictt.ltural 
((graduate" of the federal plant Vntroduction p'rogram. 

[98] 
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Jiving collections of plants including valuable 
seed germplasm in its seed storage facility. 
Due principally to its quarantine activities, 
this is the most highly developed of the four 
Federal Plant Introduction Gardens. 

Physical facilities of the Garden include 
an offi'ce with a laboratory for morphological 
studies attached to one wing and a drafting 
and supply room on the other wing. The 
greenhouses consist of thirteen units, all 
screened against insects. Of these, three are 
especially designed quarantine ranges with 
individually controlled compartments having 
no inter-connecting openings and screened 
throughout with 30-mesh copper screening. 
There is a total of 34,000 square feet of 
glazed area plus 5,000 square feet of 
screened outdoor beds and 29 cold frames. 
The seed storage building, completed in 
1952, is 22 by 44 feet, where temperature is 
maintained at 33 0 F. and relative humidity 
at 30% . 

Quarantine. In general, plant introduc
tions subject to quarantine are those ,im
ported as vegetative or clonal propagations. 
Plants introduced as seed are seldom pro
hibited by quarantine procedures, but even 
here there are exceptions. Quarantinable 
material is of two categories: 1) that which 
may be introduced and grown under speci
fied conditions of isolation and periodic in
spection until certified as free of injurious 
insects and diseases (post-entry quarantine) 
and, 2) that entirely prohibited by law ex
cept when allowed to enter for research 
purposes by the U. S. Department of Agri
culture. The Garden is ·concerned with both 
categories of quarantine. Much post-entry 
quarantine material is handled in an isolated 
nursery where it can be kept under observa
tion by inspectors of the Plant Quarantine 
Branch of the U. S. Department of Agricul
ture. This type of quarantine entails the 
least work of all quarantine procedures. Ex
amples of prohibited clonal material include 
grasses, citrus, grapes, white and sweet po
tatoes. Because it operates special quaran
tine greenhouse facilities, the Plant Intro
duction Section is excepted from this_restric
tion and can bring in prohibited items for 
experimental and scientific purposes. Plants 
in the prohibited class to be quarantined are 

grown in the specially constructed ranges 
where they are kept until fresh growth is 
secured for propagation, after which the 
original plant is destro.yed. 

The handling of clonal introductions of 
citrus illustrates the procedure followed in 
the quarantine ranges. Citrus introduction 
is a costly time-consuming program involv
ing the budding of introduced varieties on 
indexing stocks, such as the Key lime, and 
on tolerant stocks. The bud dings are 
watched for abnormal indications and if free 
of such are rebudded in a separate compart
ment; these in turn undergo a period of ob
servation and the process is repeated, each 
time in a separate greenhouse section. After 
three such buddings, the varieties that are 
free of any abnormality are released for dis
tribution as budwood to citrus experiment 
stations. In most cases the period of deten
tion is two or more years. Vegetatively pro
pagated introductions, such as sweet po
tatoes and white potatoes, undergo similar 
screening for viruslike symptoms prior to 
distribution. Introduced propagations are 
planted and released eventually in the form 
of new cuttings, propagated from single leaf 
cuttings in the case of sweet potatoes or in 
second generation tubers in the case of white 
potatoes. 

Introd~Ktion, Evaluation, and Distribu
tion. As many as 6,000 plant introductions 
are held in process of introduction, under 
observation or test, or undergoing propaga
tion for distribution. Because of the ample 
greenhouse facilities and personnel needed 
for the rapid quantity propagation of intro
ductions, vegetative material destined for 
test elsewhere is often increased initially at 
Glenn Dale. This applies even to seeds of 
tropical species which, once germinated in 
sphagnum moss, may be easily forwarded as 
seedlings to those locations where they are 
needed. During World War II, in coopera
tion with another Federal agency, some four 
million cinchona (quinine) seedlings were 
grown under glass and then distributed to 
Latin American centers for the establish
ment of new plantations. A large series of 
coffee varieties, useful for breeding purposes, 
and important clonal lines of black pepper 
have been propagated and distributed. 
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The introduction and evaluation of fruits, 
particularly deciduous types, is an important 
facet of the work. From 110 European cider
apple introductions, the best have been se
lected and crossed with hybrid crab apples. 
These have been combined so as to produce 
cold-hardy varieties of high astringency, 
early bearing, and small tree size. The 
juice of the fruit is intended for blending 
with that of our present standard apples. 
Since chemists generally agree that the ap
ples used for juice manufacture lack the 
astringency and acidity necessary to produce 
a properly balanced beverage, there is reason 
to believe that the juice adjuvants will have 
a practkal usefulness. Fire-blight resistance, 
rust resistance, and hardiness must also be 
determined in addition to other tree char
acteristics. 

From a collection of foreign Mahaleb and 
Mazzard cherry introductions, evaluations 
are being made fo r disease resistance and 
vigor. Four R ussian Mahaleb selections of 
unusual vigor and resistance to some virus 
diseases have been released to experiment 
stations for study. F urther tests are being 
made to determine if this tree vigor is re
tained in the open-pollinated progeny. It 
has also been observed that there is a var ia
tion in the ease of propagation of these selec
tions by cuttings and layering. 

In 1954, 275 of 327 varieties of E uropean 
cherries introduced as budwood were suc
cessfully propagated in quarantine. These 
are undergoing observation by a virologist 
and will go through an indexing program 
before being released .to the Chico Garden 
for further study. This represents the largest 
single cherry importation made by the P lant 
Introduction Section in recent years. 

Besides its work with fr uits, the Garden 
has been, associated for many years with the 
evaluation of introductions of ornamentals. 
T he · development Df the Glenn Dale hybrid 
azaleas is representative of the research in 
this field. Work wi th azaleas continues. One 
phase deals with the breeding and selection 
of varieties evolved from the combination cif 
the Glenn Dale hybrids with the introduced 
Belgian or fl orists' azaleas. A second phase 
has the obj ective of developing a deciduous 
race similar to the Ghent and Mollis hybrids 
but which will be heat tolerant and which 
wi ll root readily from cuttings. Unlike the 
Glenn Dale hybrid azaleas, which were de
veloped for the mid-Atlantic States, these 
will extend the range of highly-colored de
ciduous azaleas into the Southern Coastal 
P lain areas where they cannot be grown at 
present. Many of the azaleas being used in 
this breeding program are the result of do
mestic plant exploration in the Coastal P lain 
area two decades ago. Most of these native 
species have never entered into breeding 
work and are not repr,esented in modern 
deciduous azalea races which stem mostly 
from mountain and cool-climate species. 

In recent years the accelera ted interest in 
the search for new plant sources for drugs 
has resulted in many explorations by botan
ists of the P lant Introduction Section. The 
Garden has been intimately concerned in 
handling the plant materials collected. T ypi
cal is the work on the wild yams of the genus 
Dioscorea, important as sources of pr·ecursor 
materials from whi·ch cortisone can be made. 
More than 200 introducti ons of this genus 
have been assem.bled to be heM as living 
vouchers fo r material under analysis by 
chemists. At the same time best methods of 
propagating these wild plants have been dis-

Top : C01n part11'I,e11talized interi01' of qua1'antine gr eenhouse a,t Glenn Dale showing ci tnlS 
introductions undergo'ing quarantine propagation. 

Ce'nter: A wild t1'o pical yaw/, (Diosco1'ea sp.)f1'01n sou.th eastern M exico, an exam,ple of a 
species still unde1'goi11g tests ("m a-t1'iculatingn

) at oll e of the feder al plant introduction gar
de11s. Th e t'/;~b e1'ous ' 1'00 ts of this plant (ins ert ) a1'e i111p o1'ta1lt po tential sow'ces of diosge
nin, a su.bsta l'l ce fr om w hich some da')l th e dn~g cortis011e 111,0,,)' be s')mthes1:zed, 

BOtt011~: S eedli11g co ff ee plallts, g'rown in sphagnum fOT C011Vel1ie11t a'i1' ship111 e'l1 t . Tens of 
thousands of plants of vari01;~S species have been thus g1'own at th.e Glenn Dale P lan t 117-
trodu.ct'i011 Ga1'den f01' effe.ctive dist1"ib'/l tio Jl t hrougho1;/f th e w01' ld, 
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covered and stocks of high-yielding clones 
built up for evaluation in the field. Speci
mens of unknown or undescribed species are 
also being brought into flower and fruit for 
use in the taxonomic study. The Garden's 
excellent greenhouse facilities for growing 
tropical plants to maturity make it possible 
to ascertain the correct names of many spe
cies that were collected · in the field in a 
sterile condition. 

Oftentimes, plants brought in for a specific 
economic purpose are later found to have 
value in a completely different field. A good 
example is shown in those Middle American 
species of Dioscorea which have shown out
standing foliage characteristics making them 
desirable as subjects for ornamental horticul
ture. Other recent examples are the numer
ous bulbous members of the lily and amaryl
lis families originally collected in Africa for 
drug study. Certain of these species possess 
flowers which are highly ornamental or dis
tinctive and for this reason they, too, may 
eventually find their way into horticulture. 

Maintenance of gerrnplasrn. An important 
living plant collection is maintained. This 
includes several thousand introductions of 
miscellaneous species, mostly woody, to be 
found in permanent plantings on the 
grounds, as well as an equivalent number, 
many herbaceous, in the greenhouses. In the 
line of fruits is an extensive foreign varietal 
collection of apples including the majority 
of the cider applies and crab apples of Europe. 
Until recently, an extensive pear collection 
was also maintained, but, because of the fire 
blight problem, this was transferred in large 
part to interested State Experiment Stations. 

The seed-storage building is the newest 
addition to the Garden's facilities. Though 
small, it serves as a storage center for certain 
types of seed materials handled by the Plant 
Introduction Section and is helpful besides 
in the storage Qf seed sent in by regional 
groups of states cooperating in plant intro
duction work. A part of the seed-storage 
task is the periodic checking on seed viabili
ty. This requires germination tests which 
are continually being run on stored seed. A 
seed-storage facility such as this, which in
cludes both low temperature storage and low 

relative humidity, l11creases greatly the 
length of viability of seeds, thus reducing 
the task of replanting at frequent intervals 
for purposes of revitalization. 

U. S. Plant Introd~£ction Garden, 
Savannah, Georgia 

Located some twelve miles south of Sa
vannah, on U. S. Highway 17, is the smallest 
(fifty acres) of the Federal Plant Introduc
tion Gardens. Like the one at Chico, it owes 
its existence to a gift, in this case not from 
a group of citizens but rather from a single 
man. The history of this garden is of inter
est because it deals with the story of an out
standing grove of the Japanese timber bam
boo, Phyllostachys ba1nbusoides, which has 
been growing on the Sa,vannah site for over 
half a century. 

As David Fairchild5 tells it: 

"The bamboo grove of this Garden had its 
beginning in the plant interest of a Cuban gen
tleman, Mr. Andreas E. Moynelo, who intro
duced the plants from Japan in the early 1880's 
and set them out on his estate, 'Valambroso,' not 
far from the location of the present grove. 

"In 1890, three small plants were transplanted 
to the site of the grove by a Mrs. H. J. Miller, 
who set them out beside her house near the 
ppint that is marked in this Garden and these 
three plants grew and spread, until today they 
cover over an acre of ground. 

"In 1919, when only half its present size, the 
existence of the grove was called to my atten
tion by [one who] told me that the then owner 
of the grove planned to cut it down, and I 
realized that, unless someone bought it, America 
wou'd lose one of its largest groves of timber 
bamboo. 

"As I had spent some time in Japan studying 
bamboos with that world traveler, Barbour 
Lathrop of Chicago, and had made a large col
lection of bamboo plants for him, which he pur
chased and presented to the Government, I half 
jokingly wrote him asking him if he didn't want 
to own this bamboo grove on the Ogeechee 
River. He replied at once, authorizing the pur
chase of the whole farm of forty-six acres and 
its presentation to the Office of Plant Introduc
tion of the Department of Agriculture. His gift 
of this land for use as a Plant Introduction Gar
den was accepted by Act of Congress." 

The Bamboo Collections. The large col
lection of bamboos referred to above by Fair-

5Fairchild, David: The Barbour Lathrop Plant 
Introduction Garden.. 16 pp. Washington, 1928. 
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child had been made in Japan at the turn of 
the century6 and subsequently establim.1ed at 
several locations in the United Stat~s. Once 
the Garden was set up, all bamboos, other 
than the tropical ones held at Coconut Grove, 
were transferred to Savannah. Additional 
introductions have been added from time to 
time so that today this garden can boast of 
one of the largest living collections of hardy 
running bamboos extant. Upwards of a hun
dred species and varieties have been estab-

6See Fairchild, David G.: Japanese Ball/boos aNd 
their inf1'oductioll into A m erica. U. S . D. A. Bull. 
43: 1-36. 1903. 

lished. Principal genera of bamboos main
tained and the approximate number of clones 
represented (in parentheses) include Arun
dinaria (50), Bambusa (30), Cephalosta
chyum (1), Chimonobambusa (1), Phyllo
stachys (75), Pseudosasa (1), Sasa (17), 
Semiarundinaria (5), Shibataea (2), Sino
bambusa (5), and Sinocalamus (2). Most 
of these can be grown in the warm temperate 
parts of the country where soil and moisture 
conditions are favorable. The hardier genera 
are especially adapted where the minimum 
winter temperatures are between 5° and 25° 
above zero Fahrenheit. 

Left : The C astitlo bam,boo, Phyllostachys bambusoides, a h01, ticult~£1'al form, of the com
mon timber ba11~boo of China and Japan. This species, whose handsome yellow ish culms 
are strikingly m,ar/led with bright-green rectangular pmqels, is an example of an i1Qtroduc
tion already s~£ccessfully established b~£t 31et to attain the wide1' distribution as an onw
m,ental that it deserves. 

Right.: The original grove of ti11J1bber barnboo, Phyllostachys ba1nbusoides, as seen from 
a door of the In'useum building, EQI'bow' Lathrop Plant Introduction Garden at Savannah. 
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Visitors to the Garden will find that the 
larger of the various kinds of bamboo are 
maintained in regularly spaced rectangular 
plots separated by grass strips. Since most 
of the hardy species in the collection are so
called " running types," with new aerial 
growth developing from vigorous-growing 
underground rhizomes, they have had to be 
kept separated' in this manner. Even so, 
neighboring plots are becoming much inter
mixed and it is apparent that a pressing need 
exists for the reestablishment and mainte
nance of new "pure" plots in which protec
tion is afforded against future intermixture 
by means of some sort of permanent under
ground barrier. 

Although the restricted "plot" type of 
bamboo maintenance does not permit the 
best development of most of the running 
bamboos in the collection, one can still see 
to what extent such plants can increase by 
strolling through the original grove of Phyl
lostachys bamb~£soides. Even it is now kept 
within bounds. 

One can say that down through the years 
a principal function of the Garden has been 
to demonstrate that hardy bamboos, con
sidered in the Orient to be one of the most 
important plants, can and ought to be grown 
more widely in the United States. In order 
to implement this purpose, several lines of 
activities have been carried on at the Gar
den. First of all, many kinds of bamboos 
have been introduced and tested, and those 
successfully established have served to build 
up the valuable germplasm collection at Sa
vannah. Secondly, once established, the col
lection has been the basis for a continuing 

series of taxonomic and horticultural studies. 
Before any introduced plants can be widely 
distributed, they must be carefully named
often a difficult task in a group like the bam
boos where important flowering character
istics may not be observed for decades (for 
example the big grove of Phyllostachys 
bambusoides has never flowered, although 
it has been growing for sixty-five years) . 
Recipients of bamboo propagations must 
also be given information on how to grow 
these plants. Consequently, studies of hor
ticultural practices best followed with bam
boos have also had to be made. Distribution 
of potentially valuable species throughout the 
country for wider testing is a third activity 
which in one sense brings to an end the job 
of introducing a bamboo. Once distributed 
to the user, a species of bamboo is on its own 
to be accepted or rejected on its own merits. 

Quite a few bamboos have proved accept
able following their original distribution by 
the Plant Introduction Section. The more 
important of these are available from vari
ous nurseries in this country. As others be
come important they, too, will be made avail
able to the public through the commercial 
nursery trade . Perhaps the four most popu
lar species are the utilitarian Chinese and 
Japanese timber bamboo (Phyllostachys 
bam,busoides) , much planted in the South 
because of its giant size; the hardy Fishpole 
bamboo (P. aurea) , popular among follow
ers of Izaac Walton; the oriental Hedge 
bamboo (Bambusa mult'iplex) , a dump
forming species much seen in the Deep 
South ; and Japanese Metake or arrow bam
boo (P se1J£dosasa japonica) , one of the 
hardiest of the ornamental funning species. 

Top: A test plant'ing of the Chinese water chest11%t, Eleocharis dulcis, a possible new spe
cialty crop for the United States The edible cor'I1'IS are seen in the i11Se1't. In the back
ground are the main pla11tings of bawilboo . BarboU1' Lathrop Plant Int1'od'uction Ga.rden at 
Sava.nnah. 

Center: The Ba1%boo M~,seum, Ba1'bour Lathrop Plant Int?'oduction Garden , Savannah, 
Georgia. This b~£ilding houses 0"17 interesting collection of articles illustrating the wide 
range of use that ba1nboos are put to in the Orient. 

Bottom: View of the g·rove of ti1%b er bamboo, Phyllostach ys bambttso-ides, as it appeared 
in 1919 when it and the adjoi11ing land w as purchased and donated as a. gift to th e govern
ment by Barbour Lath1'op. Th e dirt 1'oad ·in th e for egrou11d is toda'), U. S. Highwa)1 N o. 17. 
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Aside from the common utilization of the 
species for fishpoles, most introduced bam
boos have found their principal place in orna
mental horticulture. Few Americans realize 
the many utilitarian uses to which the culms 
of these handsome species can ,be put. To 
demonstrate the many articles that ,can be 
fashion.ed from bamboG, a small museum 
full of such objects from the Orient is main
tail1(~d at the Savannah Garden. 

Perhaps the greatest future potential for 
bamboo in this country lies in its utilization 
by industry. For example, bamboo is a 
proven source of fi ber for the paper-pulp 
industry, and in countries like India, China, 
and Japan considerable quantities of paper 
are regularly manufactured from these 
plants. No commercial firm can take an in
terest in bamboo as grown in America until 
the total plantings are increased tremendous
ly; conversely, no grower will plant bamboo 
for sale to industry until industry itself gives 
its active support. For this reason the Plant 
Introduction Section has felt that one way 
to demonstrate the potentialities of domestic
grown bamboo would be the support of cer
tain lines of research on these plants. Dur
ing recent years several contracts for re-

search have been negotiated with cooperating 
institutions to find answeFS to some of the 
problems concerning bamboo and its indus
trial applications. A bibliographic survey of 
bamboo was .first made to serve as a starting 
point for any future work. Then, using the 
Barbour Lathrop Plant Introduction stands 
of bamboo as a source of e~perimental ma
terial, research was undertaken on seasoning, 
preservative treatment, and physical prop
erty studies 0f hardy bamboos. Finaliy, ex
tensive research showing that locaily grown 
bamboos can be made into a 1arge series of 
paper types has been carried GUt. 

Miscellaneous Plants at Savannah. Al
though the collection of bamboos is the ma
jor item of horticultural interest, there is 
also held a miscellany of other ornamental 
plants and species of so-called specialty crop 
nature. Among the most important are out
standing hollies, edible aroids and especially 
the various types of dasheens, disease-resist
ant Chinese chestnuts, and the quite distinct 
Chinese waterchestnut or matai. With its 
mild coastal climate the Garden at Savannah 
will continue to be a favorable location for 
the testing of introductions of possible in
terest to the South. 



A Book Or Two 
( Books noted" (Library)" are available for loan to the membership.) 

J;Vinte?'-H a?'dy Azaleas and R hododend?'ons. 
Clement Gray Bowers. T he Massachusetts 
H orticultural Society, Boston. 1954. 112 
pages. 17 illustrations. $3.00. (Library) . 

Here is a li ttle book devoted to those types of 
hardy azaleas and rhododendrons that can be ex
pected to do well in the 1w1'theaste1'H section of our 
country. Dr. Bowers has written it especially for 
amateur gardeners who are eager to know more 
about this spectacular group of flower ing shrubs. 
In this concise and comprehensive volume, the 
reader will fi nd a guide fo r the culture of a ll the 
hardiest kinds. 

I n nine chapter s, the author gives his r eaders a 
graphic presentation of the var ious winter-hardy 
species-their uses, soil requirements and general 
needs. He gives special attention to the most 
desirable places to plant specimens and to the con
trol of insects and diseases, while his advice on 
collecting the most desi rable fo rms is particularly 
helpful. T he list of species, hybrid groups and 
clones add to the value of this little volume, writ
ten in a very pleasing fashion. 

Native Australian Plants-T heir P?'opaga
tion and Cultivation. 

Blombery, A. M. Angus and R obertson, 
Sydney, London, Melbourne and W elli:1g
ton. 1955. 107 pages. $5.00. 

T he Australian plants include many notable fine 
ornamentals which are particularly useful in those 
subtropIcal zones of the world which have the 
Mediterranean cl imate. Many of these .present 
difficulties in both propagation and culture, but 
almost no help can be obtained from the standard 
manuals on propagation. The author of this small 
volume gives deta iled instructions fo r collecting 
seeds of some elusive types, and for germinating 
various types which have hard seed coats. The 
use of fire treatment is also descr ibed. 

Many Australian plants are susceptible to damp
ing-off fungi and methods of reducing th is diffi
culty are described. Plant species are listed which 
can be rooted from cuttings. 

The book is profusely illustrated with numerous 
line sketches and a frontispiece in color. 

V. T. Stoutemyer 

The L ily Yea?' B ook, 1956. 
The Royal H orticultural Society, London. 
1955. 164 pages. Illustrated. $1.65, post
paid. (Library ). 

This volume, the nineteenth in the excellent 
series of lily year books published by the Royal 
H orticultural Society, maintains the h igh standard 
of excellence set by its predecessors. D edicated to 
Miss I sabella Preston, our beloved North Ameri
can lily authority, it contains a biographical sketch 
emphasizing her lily activities. 

F eatures are lists of American and Canadian 
hybr id lilies, lilies in decoration and the usual cul
tural a rticles. An article on Fritillarias fo llowed 
by a discussion of this group will appeal to the 
cultivators of this' genus. 

G. L. Slate 

Gr o,/;/.nd Cove?' Pla11ts. 
Donald Wyman. T he Macmillan Company, 
New Yor k. 1956. 166 pages. Illustrated. 
$4.75. (Library). 

... a compact little book concerning some 260 
k!nds of I>lants, both woody and herbaceous peren
l11als, w htch can be ttSed as g1'aund covers in all 
but the ex treme southern parts of the United 
S tates. There is a great deal of interest in th is 
subject today, not only by the amateur home gar 
deners but also by the landscape eno-ineers whose 
responsibility it is to plant the majo; highways of 
the country, and commercial growers have noted a 
marked increase in sales within the past few years 
for ground cover plants. 

T he author briefly describes the advantages 
(and disadvantages) of grass, admitting that it is 
the neatest as well as the most serviceable of 
ground covers, but points out what everyone 
knows, that it does take t ime and money to keep 
a lawn in good condition. Many of the plants rec
ommended in th is book, although not as neat as 
grass, have, never theless, other meritorious orna
mental quali ties and all of them take fa r less time 
to service, once they are established. 

T he fi r st part of the book deals with hardiness 
requi remen ts of the plants ( the hardiness zone 
fo r each is given) ; methods of planting are dis
cussed as well as means by whi ch some can be 
made more interesting by interpIa:nting with bulbs. 
General maintenance is given considerable space 
in the text, together with methods of fe rtilizing, 
replanting and mulching, as well as winter protec
tion necessary for some. Pruning is also discussed, 
and some of the newer methods dealing with quick 
but effective pruning of an entire bed of ground 
covers are briefly described. 

Considerable space is given to methods of propa
gation fo r, in the descriptive text fo llowing, the 
best means of propagating every plant described is 
given. T his is done on the supposi tion tha t the 
home owner who is interested and has a horticul
tural tendency may want to increase the ground
cover plantings about his house, either on a large 
scale or else for r eplacements. Consequently, meth
ods of growing from seed, cuttings, and division 
are all described in detail. The new type of home 
propagation unit now made possible by the use 
of polyethylene film is also described in detail. 
Even the construction of the electric hotbed is 
given in detail, for these units are usable on the 
home grounds fo r many other purposes besides 
raising ground covers. 

One of the most useful parts of the book to the 
advanced hor ticul turist is that giving lists of 
ground covers selected fo r special purposes. Plants 
that increase rapidly always make the best ground 
covers and there is a list of 47 plants in this 
category. T hen, there are list s of evergreens 
(70); ground covers fo r banks (49) , dry soils 
(40 ), wet soils (32), shady places (47); special 
ones fo r seashore plant ing ; those for between step
ping stones, those that can be run over with a 
lawn mower and the like. A ll are listed with both 
thei r scientific and common names, affording an 
easy and quick reference for the plantsman, giving 
at a glance a list of plants from which he can 
select the one ground cover he thinks best suited 
for a specific difficult situation. 

[107] 
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The main part of the book is made up of the 
horticultural descriptions of the plants in their al
phabetical order. Important horticul~ural. informa
tion is aiven about each plant inciudlOg Its heIght, 
hardine;s zone ornamental characteristics, and 
time of effectiv~ness of its flowers and fruits; spe
cial interest and color notes concerning its foliage, 
its habitat best methods by which it is propagated 
.and any n~table varieties. Also, a descriptive para
graph is given concerning its usefulness. 

Altoaether a compact little book, filled with ex
tremel; usable horticultural information about 
some of the many plants that are becoming of in
.creasing importance in mDdern planting as ground 
,covers. 

M.E. 

How To Make Cut Flowers Last. 

Victoria R. Kasperski. M. Barrows and 
Company, New Yor~. 1956. 191 pages. Il
lustrated. $2.95 (LIbrary). 

At last we have in oue complete short book 
methods and techniques for extending the life of 
material used in arrangements. The author's in
valuable six years' experience as the official flower 
arranger at George Washington's Mount Vernon 
together with considerable resea.rch on the sub
ject, has given her a most extensIve kno.wledge ~:m 
the keeping possibilities Df pl~nt matenal;;. MISS 
Kasperski has written practical suggestIOns on 
gathering and conditioni~g some 300 flo.wers, 
fruits, vegetables and fohages, from AcaCIa .to 
Zinnia; and outlines special treatment for specIal 
groups, such as milky-, woody- or ho!low-stemmed 
types, and one chapter expla.ins dry 109, pressmg, 
dyeing, and forcing, and !Raking potp~)Urn. Other 
sections cover transportatIOn of matenal to shows, 
preservatives, and various other aids to condition-
ing. . I 

This is a very good reference book, particular y 
to the show exhibitDr, and useful, too, to anyone 
interested in making home, club, or church ar
ranaements last for a long period of enjoyment. 

b M. C. L. 

The Illus-trated Reference on Cacti and Oth
er Succule-nts. 

Edgar Lamb. Pitman Publishing Corpora
tion, New YDrk. 1955. 311 pages. Illus
trated: 32 color plates, 214 halftone plates. 
$10.00. (Library). 

Edgar Lamb has been growing Cactus and other 
~ucculent plants for over 25 years in England and 
has written several books on their culture. 

Since 1949 he has published a series of .photo
graphs of plants a~ grown in his nursery in the 
south of England WIth cultural notes on each plate. 
These plates were sent monthly in groups of two 
to four pictures to subscribers and could be as
~embled in loose-leaf binders for reference. 

The Pitman Publishing Corporation, has now 
assembled all of the plates issued from 1949 to 
1954 into one book arranged according to genera. 
A supplemental list of other species found in 
cultivation in each genus increases the value of 
this work and the 32 color plates are an addition 
not included in the original subscription plates. 

Col1ectors of succulent plants in the United 
States have asked for pictures as a method of iden
tification of their plants but the pictures available 

were few and then of ful1y grown plants in ,their 
natural habitat. 

Therefore Mr. Lamb's book should meet ready 
acceptance in this ,country as illustrating cactus 
plants of the size likely to be found in cultivation. 

Iden.tification is by scientific name and this is the 
only possible satisfactory method. Common names 
vary in the various sections of the country. The 
rainbow cactus of Arizona is Eehinoeereus peeti
natus r-igidissimus while the rainbow cactus of 
Texas is Eehil~oeereus peetna,tus neomexieanus. 

The wel1 known "Hen and Chickens" name IS 
applied in varying states .to many species of 
Echeveries from Mexico or to several species of 
Sempervivums from Europe. 

In Mr. Lamb's book the first 161 pages are on 
Cactus species and the remainder on the other 
Succulents arranged in alphabetical order of 
genera. Illustrated are Aloes and Haworthias in 
the Lily family, cactus-like Euphorbias, succulen.t 
milkweeds or Stapeliads, Orpines and Figmari
golds. 
W. Taylor Marshall, Director, The Desert Botanical 
Garden of Arizona, Te'mpe, Arizona. 

S o-il Sterilization. 

W. J. c. Lawrence, The Macmillan Com
pany, New York. 1956. 169 pages. Illus
trated. $3.50. (Library). 

The author has brought together in this book 
most of the information a gardener or greenhouse 
keeper should know about soil sterilizatiDn. Sum
marization of a few important facts in the book 
follows: 

Soil sterilization by heat is an old practice. A 
safe sterilizing temperature is 180°F. for 10 min
utes. Weeds and eel worms are killed at about 
130°F., while virus diseases may require 200°F. 
To a reviewer in the United States these tempera
ture and time requirements seem somewhat inade
quate for certain circumstances. An unpredictable 
degree of chemical unbalance may result from heat 
treatments. Steam heat is commonly used but dry 
heat in ovens is sometimes practicable. The author 
describes in detail sources of steam, receptacles 
for holding soil, and various methods of applying 
heat. Recently a steaming plow has been developed 
in Denmark for use in greenhouses. Much labor is 
eliminated by use of this specially constructed 
plow. 

Electricity can be employed directly or indirectly 
for supplying the necessary heat. In the direct or 
electrode system the current passes through the 
s·oi l. This system is for use in greenhouses only; 
it takes too long and is too costly for soils in 
place. 

Chemical sterilization is feasible in certain cases, 
although it is less thorough than when steam is 
used. Chloropicrin is a good fungicide and insecti
cide and is also highly effective against weed seeds. 
Also, it gives good control of root-knot nematodes. 
Formaldehyde is widely used in Britain ~ecaus~ of 
its good fungicidal properties. Materials used 
specifically as nematocides include D-D mixture, 
ethylene dibromide and methyl bromide; these are 
highly effective when properly applied. I 

This is an excellent book; it tells what one 
should know about soil sterilization, particularly in 
greenhouses. 
M . S . Anderson, U. S. D epartment of Agticulture, Plant 
Industry . .j)t~ion , Beltsville, Maryland. 
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Carnellias In A11~e1'ica 

H. Harold Hume. J. Horace McFarland 
Company, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. 1955. 
Revised Edition. Pp. xvi and 568. 234 Il
lustrations, 65 in full color. $25.00. 

W riting in The American Camellia Yearbook 
(1955), page 359, Dr. Hume mentions that "22 
pages have been deleted and 124 pages of new text 
have been added" as well as other "changes and 
additions." Those most immediately noticeable 
on opening the new book are the additional plates 
with current emphasis on C. saso·nqua and C. 1'eti
ctllata varieties . The dust jacket also shows the 
lovely C. sait{enensis hybrid, 'Donation,' a figure 
repeated as a plate opposite page 396. 

The chapters on the sasal1.qtta and 1'etiollata va
rieties are most rewarding. In the former, the 
only detail not given and of any significance to 
garden planners or planters in the North is the 
relative time of bloom. In the U. S. National 
Arboretum, Washington, D . c., those sorts that 
flower in October and early November are most 
likely to escape frosts. In I\IIississippi, the frosts
as yet-ruin only those flowers that happen to be 
open, with relatively no damage to buds. Other 
areas might give other stories. In the shorter 
chapter on 1'eticttlata varieties, not many data are 
O'iven relating to plant growth habits, but the 
~emark found under several "growth slender, open" 
should be noted. Nearly all the plants seen by the 
reviewer were "poor things" as compared to other 
camellias i~t habit; the flowers are another ·story. 

No reviewer really should report his regrets on 
what he did not find, but this book is so superior 
that it is a regret-personal , if you will-that there 
was no review of current chromosome data ap
pended to the chapter on "Camellia Breeding," a 
chapter that might well have been expanded, for
tunately on the points raised on page Ill. 

But reader beware of this book. If you are 
alread'y a camellia grower, you will treasure it and 
wait eaO'erly for the nex t revis€d edition. If you 
are not ~ow growing camellias, and live in a region 
where they can be grown, you will want to begin 
at once. 

B. Y. M. 

Min£at,u,1'e Daffodils. 

Alec Gray. W. H. & L. Coll ingridge, Ltd. 
Transatlantic Arts, Forest Hills, New York, 
1955. 57 pages, illu~trated, 15 shillings net. 

To anyone who is at all familiar with the 
daffodil world at present in England, or who has 
known it through the last decades, the name of 
Alec Gray is already familiar. And something is 
surely known of the small daffodils that he has 
been exhibiting at show's through a busy life, not 
only wild forms and species, but also his own 
charming hybrids. 

There is only one f<J.ult to be found with the 
present book; it is too short. For all el se one 
can offer only grateful praise. 

The reviewer has attended many daffodil shows 
in this country and exhibited as well. He himself 
never got beyond showing some Narcissus tri
andrus hybrids and some of the species jonquils, 
but he well recalls one show in Alexandria. Vir
ginia, when MIS. Wattrous' lovely example of 
Raindrop, one of Mr. Gray's hybrids, practically 
stole the show. It was a good show, too. 

'The advice given comes from an expert. The 

descriptions given are written with skill and no 
quarter. is given to "gushing" for the pla,nts need 
none, eIther quarter or gush. If you have a place 
for small daffodils, and it certainly need not be a 
rock garden, and have not tried them, by all means 
start. 

FrC!m an oM hand, do not try first with N. 
canaltculatus, w.hich. must be a lovely dwarf poly
anthus, but whIch III most o'a rdens devotes itself 
an~ its energies to a mfultiplication of bulbs and 
!ohage .. Do try any of the small true jOl'lquils, even 
If nothll1g more than N. j onqwilla itself as a start. 
And then the true forms of N . triandr1fs. rather 
than most of its hybrids with what used to be 
called Leedsii narcissus, for some are lovely be
yond telling and some are rough. And do not be 
afraid of the doubles that may be offered for they 
have a charm that is very real. 

Remember, this is a small book but excellent 
and infectious ! ' 

Rhododend1'o11s-1956. 

J. Harold Clarke, Editor. The American 
Rhododendron Society, Portland 17, Ore
gon. 1956. 231 pages + index & advertise
ments. Illustrated. $4.25. (Library). 

No rhododendron fan will intentionally pass 
up this latest "annual" of the American Rhododen
dron Society. It is well done and it contains a 
wealth of both standard and topical information. 
Under such rhododendron signatures as James 
S. Wells, E. P. Breakey, Chas. J . Gould and 
Maksis Egliltis, Paul J. Bowman, H arold Epstein, 
Robert Bovee and David G. Leach, the first half 
of the book presents some excellent ideas on rhodo
dendron propagation and culture, includinO' a pro
voking analysis of breeding problems at h~me and 
abroad. The last half, under the evident guiding 
hand of Dr. Clarke,. presents reference informa
tion on American breeders, American varieties, the 
ARS code, ARS awards, and so on. Of especial 
value are quality and hardiness ratings for some 
200 species and 350 clones, to say nothing of an 
included cumulative index to all ARS Bulletins 
and Yearbooks to date. 

H. T . S. 

Cactus Guide. 

Ladislaus Cutak. D. Van Nostrand Com
pany, Princeton, New Jersey. 1956. 144 
pages. 16 pages of line drawings. $3.95. 
(Library) . 

This new book is a well written description of 
Cactus species frequently found in collections or 
available to collectors through the leading grow
ers. The descriptions are not technical but should 
prove understandable to experienced cactists or 
neophytes alike. 

Complete directions for home or greenhouse 
culture and soi l and water requirements are given 
as well as a listing of possible pests and diseases 
and their control. Propagation from seeds, cuttings 
and offsets and the art and purpose of grafting are 
well covered both for the desert and the jungle 
specie. Particular instructions for the care of 
Orchid Cactus species and a lengthy Ii t of desir
able hybrids add to the interest of the book, and 
the list of Cactus Clubs in the United States and 
the English-speaking countries is complete. A very 
good bibliography of available reference books 
adds considerably to the value of this work. 

The illustrations are all line drawing by Cutak 
and are effective in demonstrating his point. It 
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fills a long felt want for a cOlJ1plete culture and 
plant description text for indoor growing of cactus 
in the United States. 

The dust jacket has a wlor photo of the beaver
tail cactus in flower and, most unfortunately, a 
photo of Cutak eating the flesh of a barrel cactus 
which he had decapitated. This picture will incite 
hundreds of persons to tryout the food possibilities 
of barrel cactuses and cause the loss of these valu
able plants which require sixty to one hundred 
years to mature. The publishers have stated that 
this picture will be omitted from later printings of 
the jacket, but the first printing will be resented in 
California, Nevada, and Arizona where cactus 
plants are protected by law. We regret this blemish 
in an otherwise most acceptable book. 

W. Taylor Marshall 

Fa1'111 Soils: Fe1'tilization and Management. 
Edmund L. Worthen & Samuel R. Aldrich. 
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York. 1956. 
vii + 439 pages. Illustrated. $4.96. (Li
brary) . 

The authors have brought forth a new book 
under a title almost identical with former editions. 
Farm Soils was written primarily for those who 
wa,nt a working knowledge of soils rather than 
strictly technical information. This book accom
plishes its purpose in an q.dmirable manner. A 
large group of readers should enjoy it. 

Information is gathered from varied sources. 
Maps of States or regions covering the eastern 
half of the United States provide an excellent pic
ture of the character of dominent soils and the 
quantities of maj or crops produced by States. 
Colored plates illustrate deficiency symptoms of 
various elements affecting different kinds of plants. 

One of the chapters is entitled "How to fit, 
plant and cultivate." Use of the word FIT gives 
the Midwestern reader a feeling that his own ex
pressive terminology is being understood. The 
ohapter dealing with ferti lizers is an excellent one. 
Here is a brief statement from the section entitled 
"'MIRACLE' FERTILIZER COMPOUNDS," 
where misleading advertising is mentioned: 

"One pound of fertilizer X dissolved in 100 gal
lons of water makes over 800 pounds of fer
tilizer. It isn't hard to see that you still have 
only one pound of actual fertilizer, no matter 
how much water you use to dissolve it." 
The reviewer believes .that the definition of soil 

pH, page 80, could be imprQved by substituting 
the wonds hydroxyl ions for base ions. There are 
very few statements in the book, however, to which 
one should take exception. 

This book is worthy of a place on the desk of 
every county agricultural agent; it should be ap
preciated also by many others intel'ested in soils 
and their relation to domestic animals and man. 
It is timely and well written. 
M. S. Anderson, U. S. Department of Agriculture Plant 
Industry Station, Beltsville, Maryland. ' 

Rhododendron & Camellia Year Book, 1956. 
The Royal Horticultural Society, London. 
1955. 167 pages. Illustrated. $1.65, postpaid. 
(Library) . 

There are several interesting and pertinent 
points to note in the current volume. Particularly 
interesting are those contributions that refer to 
two important plants, namely Camellia japonica 
subsp. rus.ticana and Rhododendron kaempferi. The 

former was described first as a variety of C. ja
ponaca, subsequently raised to species level and 
now reduced to its former status by Dr. 'Sealy 
after examination of numerous specimens. The 
ever-present controversy as to whether Rhododen
d1'on obtusum variety kaempfer'i really should be a 
species is discussed by ColliNgwood Ingram who 
concludes that it should be raised to species rank. 

One will also find a brief note on the so-called 
yellow camellia which has been in a Portuguese 
nursery for years. This is Camellia 'Fortune's 
Yellow,' and is also known as C. 'Jaune.' Not 
really a yellow camellia but having white petals 
with a center of yellow petaloids. Also be sure to 
read the note on hardiness of camellias and their 
flowers. 

The dust jacket also has an excellent plate of 
Camellia 'Donation' but is quite unlike the color
ing on the jacket of Hume's book reviewed above. 

One would have to report separately on each 
article to fully discuss this volume, but, in addi
tion to those of interest to the writer, there are the 
usual notes on shows in England and in the United 
States, several discussions of favorite plants of the 
Rhododendron group, aNd finally one or two ar
ticles on propagation and culture. 

]. L. C. 

The Gardener' s B'/;~g Book (2d Ed.). 
Cynthia Wescott. The American Garden 
Guild & Doubleday and Company, Inc., Gar
den City, New York. 1956. 579 pages. Il
lustrated. $7.50. (Library). 

Insect Pests of Fa1' 11fJ" Garden, and 01'Chard 
(Fifth Edition). 

Leonard Marion Peairs & Ralph Howard 
Davidson. John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New 
York. 1956. 661 pages. Illustrated. $8.50. 
(Library) . 

The nearly simultaneous appearance of new edi
tions of two well known books dealing with in
sects from the standpoint of the plant grower 
might well invoke consternation among this (most
ly) notorious group of animals. Or would it only 
excite their vanity that so much scholarly attention 
must be devoted to them and their ways of life? 
In each of these guide books to the insect world as 
it confronts the farmer and gardener there is pre
sented fiirst the general facts as to the kinds and 
the habits of insects (and certain related organ
isms), next descriptions of the manifold products 
that man has devised to combat them, and finally 
a copiously annotated account of pests and pest 
control in relation to particular groups of plants. 
As might be expected (and urgently needed!) the 
most notable feature of these new editions of al
ready favorably known books is the exposition of 
modern insecticides which they per sent. In both, 
the treatment of this subj ect is thorough and fully 
up-tG-date. 

The Westcott text is presented in the easy con
versational style which has made the author's 
earlier books so appealing to gardeners. This, 
together with the 36 color plates illustrating life 
histories and characteristics effects of some 100 
representative insect pests, make this essentially a 
layman's book-and a useful one indeed. 

Dr. Davidson's revision of the work on which 
he and the late Professor Peairs have long col
laborated is intended as a college textbook in ap
plied entomology, and a reference book for teach
ers, agricultural adyisers, and pest control opera
tors.. The wealth of illustrations is noteworthy. 

F. A. W. 



The Gardeners' Pocketbook 

Treatment of F1'eeze Damage on Azalea 
Plants 

A drop i'JiL te11'~perature of fifty degrees to a 
low of seventeen deg1'ees following a very 
'unusually early spring in 1955 caused the 
basal ba/rk damage to the Azalea plant illus
tmted at left. 

Th.e t1'eat11~ent of such da1'1Jbage was given in 
detail in the ] anuary iss,"~e of this magazine 
and the illustration should have acc01%panied 
the article. 

The a'rticle was prepared by Fred G. Galle 
and Be'I'bja111,in H. Pace, Ida Cason Callaway 
Gardens, Chipley, Gem'gia. Unf01'tunately, 
the auth01'ship line was not p1'inted with the 
article. 

Berzelia lanuginosa 
In the July 1955 issue of The National 

Horticultural Magazi1'be, Page 179, Mrs . 
Lester Rowntree authored an article on 
B erzelia la11uginosa. An illustration for 
the article was used as the frontispiece in 
that issue. The spelling of the specific 
epithet was lamguinosa in both places. 
Shortly after its publication, Member 
Mabel Symmes sent a correction to this 
office accompanied by additional informa
tion Mrs. Rowntree sought. These data 
are recorded here: 

A Bota1%st in So'uithern Africa by John 
Hutchinson relates: "Family of Brunia
ceae * * * endemic in South Africa and is 
very nearly confined to the Cape Penin
sula. * * * On the ~st side it is repre
sented as far north as the 01ephants River 
mountains in Clanwilliam, its maximum 
development is in Cali don (11 genera, 25 
species) and it extends eastward as far 
as Pando1and and Natal (1 species of 
Raspalia). With the exception of the 
latter and of B erzelia intermedia * * * the 
family is confined to the Cape Region. 
On the Cape Peninsula eleven species oc
cur, representing five genera. 

"* * * On Table Mountain, Berzelia 
lambginosa forms den s e impenetrable 
thickets and it is plentiful near streams 
and in swampy localities on the Cape 
Peninsula and eastward to Ca1idon, some
times forming a conspicuous feature in 
the landscape. 

"* * * (at eight miles east of George) . 
B erzelia lanuginosa with small ericoid 
leaves and small balls of pale cream flow
ers, collected. * * * Collected also on the 
shores of False Bay." Mr. Hutchinson 
mentions five different Berzelias he col
lected. 

Wild Flowe1's of the Cape of Good 
H ope by Elsie G. Rice and Robert H. 
Compton contains a plate captioned Ber
zelia lanuginosa K olkol and relates: 
"* * * erect shrub to seven feet. Abun
dant in dense masses on hillsides in good 
rainfall and on damp slopes and near 
water. Flowers all the year * * * to 4,000 
feet elevation. 

The Society thanks Mrs. Rowntree 
("This is, I hope, a lasting lesson to me: 
My first name-slip, I believe, in almost 
forty years of horticultural writing."), 
Miss Symmes. 

[111 ] 
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An ovemll view of the two holly 
trees groW11, together to indicate 
one t1'ee. The left tree in the 
smaller illustmtion was heavily 
covered 'lvith f1'uit while the 111.ale 
tree to the 1'ight, appearing as 
half of the total to the casual visi
tor, was, of course, conspicuo·u,sly 
ba1'e. T!1,e enlarged pm'tion of 
the t1'ees 1'evea.ls the fnt.it-bearing 
tree. 



Holly Hedges 
ROBERT B. FISHERl 

During George Washington's periods 
of residence at Mount Vernon he busied 
himself with the many tasks which occu
pied his people on the five farms com
prising the plantation. For amusement 
he undertook the development of his 
"Home House" or "l\IIansion House 
Farm." 

He enjoyed this project and carried 
with him mentally wherever he travelled 
the plans and progress reports for the 
embellishment of his "country seat ." 
Most of his work was atcomplished be
tweetl January, 1785, and the middle of 
the year 1787 when the affairs of the na
tion again beckoned him away from "be
neath his Vine and Fig 'tree." 

One particular planting which he at
tempted was that of enclosing the lawn 
to the west of the mansion with semi
-circles of holly planted in hedge rows. 
These hedges were planted to form the 
far boundaries of wildernesses which were 
-contemplated along the serpentine walks. 
The initial planting was made with seeds 
during the spring of 1785, as General 
Washington's diaries record the event: 
April 6-" Sowed the semicircle North 

of the front gate with Holly berries 
sent me by my Brother John-three 
drills of them : The middle one of Ber
ries which had been got about Christ
mas and put in Sand, the other two of 
Berries which had been got earlier in 
the year, gently dried and· packed in 
Shavings." 

April 7-"Sowed the South Semicircle
rather half of it, for the lower part was 
too wet-with Holly berries in the 
same manner I did the No. one, with 
this difference, that the middle drill 
was sowed with berries which had been 
dried and were packed in Shavings, 
and the outer drills of the other sort." 

April 22-"Sowed the remainder of the 
circle which (011 acct . of wet) was left 

lHorticulturist, Mount Vernon, December 
. 30, 1955. 

unfinished on the Seventh instant, put 
both kind of the Holly berries together, 
mixing them well." 

(The Diaries of George Washington, 
1748-1799, edited by John C. Fitz
patrick, A.M. Houghton, Mifflin 
Co., 1925, for the Mount Vernon 
Ladies ' Association of the Union. 
VoL II :357-8, 367. .original diary 
in the Library of Congress.) 

The records of subsequent plantings in 
these wildernesses indicate that General 
Washington was not fully satis.fied with 
the results of his endeavor. The holly 
berries did not germinate for some time 
and the garden ,books of that day advised 
the grower to expect a delay of a year 
or so before germination. The subse
quent plantings were spaced away from 
the ridges in which the holly berries were 
sown as these ridges are clearly discerni
ble today. The hedges were not men
tioned again in the diaries and this omis
sion may be construed as a finn estab
lishment of the hedges else the replanting 
would have been noted or the change in 
plans might be recorded. 

Portions of the hedge planting have 
been restored and there are two large 
surviving trees spaced some distance 
apart. One of these trees was apparently 
two seedlings germinated close together, 
a male and a female. The trunks have 
now fused near the ground and the foliage 
is that of one tree, half bearing berries 
and the other half barren. 

Many of the other surviving holly 
plantings are multiple-stemmed trees , 
usually two, a male and a female. There 
are no plantings of two males although 
there is one holly clump, planted on 
March 30, 1786, with small hollies sent 
by Colonel Lee of Stratford, Westmore
land County, Vi rginia. This clWl1p in 
the north shrubbery contains five trees 
apparently all male as no berries have 
been observed on them . 

[113} 
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Narcissus Notes for the Gulf Coast 
Basing experience on a short time, it 

would seem that most of the groups of 
narcissus on which one depends in the 
North for general effect, and a minimum 
of garden effort, are either useless here 
or will require a very considerable time 
for becoming adapted to the new condi
tions. The sorts that seem most likely of 
immediate usefulness fall into the Tazetta 
and Jonquil groups. Old gardens are 
full of several Tazetta varieties mostly 
unnamed, and many true jonquils. 

In the garden here, Paper White is de
pendable for Christmas out of doors. 
Chinese Sacred Narcissus, which begins 
its growth about the same time, is less 
dependable unless one can plant it where 
it will have some shelter from evergreen 
shrubs. Its double fOTm, of which we have 
only a couple of bulbs, has been kept in 
the cold greenhouse as yet. Soliel d'Or 
comes a little later and is as common and 
useful as any in the North. There are 
several unnamed local sorts that are also 
almost weeds, but a variety that may 
prove to be Grand Monarque comes a 
little later and, like Chinese Sacred N ar
cissus, the sort that figured in the frontis
piece as a minor detail in last month's 
issue, needs a little more shelter. The still 
later Grand Primo is safe and excellent. 
The hybrid, Silver Chimes, that carries 
als0 triandrus blood, is latest of all, and 
superb. 

Except for old Laurnes Koster, all of 
the Poetaz sorts are variable in perform
ance through these their first years. Scar
let Gem is far from scarlet, but blooms 
well. Cragford was a little irregular in 
appearing and mayor may not settle 
down properly, but its flowers are all they 
are in the North. Saint Agnes was excel
lent, and some bulbs of Martha Washing
ton came up to the mark. Most of the 
others did not, although there is no rea
son to despair as yet. 

All the forms of N. odorus, including 
the charming double, did very well in
deed, and N. jonquilla itself set seed free-

ly as if it intended to take over. It will be 
a happy day when it does. The local un
named sort, of course, is a weed, but it 
.fits no description that has been found to 
date. An old clump of the probably for
gotten jonquil hybrid Solleret continues 
to increase and bloom regularly. 

Of the newer sorts, new to this area, 
Topaz and Golden Perfection were the 
last to flower, with a few stray flowers 
also on Sweet Pepper. Topaz looks much 
like a good Leedsii (old style), but Gold
en Perfection shows its jonquil blood 
clearly. Sweet Pepper is valuable as its 
cup is tinged with red, a nice break 
among the many that show no great color 
range, except in the old Orange Queen 
which is distinctly orange yellow. Earlier, 
Trevithian and Lanarth gave as excellent 
performances as ever in the North. All of 
these make distinct additions to the jon
quils known in these parts. Trim bloomed 
freely ,but needs another year to show. 

Happily all the triandrus hybrids tried 
have been successful and, while all be
long to the group that show the influence 
of the Leedsii parent rath@r than a pre
dominance of triandrus blood, the flowers 
are given freely and abundantly. Silver 
Fleece and P early Queen have been here 
for some years and have increased regu
larly and well. It is especially good that 
we have Pearly Queen, that has rather 
gone out of fashion in some quarters, as 
it has a very delightful and distinct scent. 
Niveth is too new yet to show how it will 
continue, but as it is a great favorite one 
hopes for the best. The few bulbs bought 
as N. triandrus concolor bloomed this 
year after happy increase, and proved to 
be not that plant at all but a charming 
small-flowered, yellow b~dbocodium. This, 
too, set seed, which usually is a happy 
sign of acceptance. 

If one reads the discussions in A. Fer
nandez "Sur la phylogenie des especies 
du genre Narcissus L.," there are some 
puzzling factors to be considered, but a 
desire to hybridize further among these 
species, forms and varieties tempts one 
greatly. From the gardener's point of 
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view, the white-flowered forms are par
ticularly valuable here, as the strong yel

lows conflict seriously with the many 
azaleas that bloom through the same pe
riod. Nevertheless, it will be a nice proj
ect for some southern plants man to study 

these plants and come up with a race or 
races that wilI in time approximate in va

riety and range of bloom the grand plants 
more commonly known in northern gar

dens. 

Lavandula stoechas 

It is not often that a land is called after 
a plant but it is said the Stoechades Is

land off the southern coast of France was 
named after Lavand~da stoechas. Gustave 
Hegi in Illustrierte FloTa von Mittel Eu

ropa says it was used more than L. lat·i

folia, or L. 0 fficinalis. After being dried, 
it was carried over the Alps and used as a 

medicine as late as the middle of the 
eighteenth century. It was called Sticka

dore in those days. In the Middle Ages it 
was one of the ingredients of the Vinegar 
of the Four Thieves, an historically 

known antidote against plagues. 

The plant is native to the Mediter

ranean and I have seen it growing wild in 

Portugal. An English traveler reports in 
the Gardener's Chronicle of seeing fine 

forms of it with immense violet plumes in 

Crete. With me in sDuthern New York, 

though it is a sturdy sub-shrub, it is not 
hardy, so I bring it indoors every winter. 

Also, it grows to eighteen inches or so 

high, but elsewhere it is .said to reach a 
height of three feet. The leaves arch up
ward and are slender, downy and termi

nate in a point. The ·calyx is green and 
furry and so is the bract subtending it. 

It is reported that the caylx is occasion
ally white, pink or copper pink. The 

minute, dark purple, almost trumpet

shaped flowers grow in close heads an 

inch or more long. 

Gottscho-Schleisner 

Lavand~(1a sto echas 

Out of the top of the flowering spike 
grows a tuft of narrow purple bracts with 

wavy margins. These bracts look like a 

bunch of bright feathers. The plant smells 
a little of turpentine and yet flowery. This 

plant can be grown from seed and in

creased very easily by cuttings. It bloo\11 s 

over a long time from middle to late SUll1-

mer. 

H elen M. F ox, ·Mount Ki co, New York. 



What's New in Plant Propagation? 

"N otwithstanding the ignorance and 
inaccuracy which their statements betray 
the Romans were aware of a1l of our 
common, and some of the uncommon 
practices; tney propagated plants as we 
do; pruned and thinned, watered, forced, 
and retarded fruit and blossoms, and 
even made incisions and ringed trees to 
induce fruitfulness." So wrote J. C 
Louden in his "Encyclopedia of Garden
ing" in 1822. 

A similar comparison could be made 
between the work of the English horti
culturists of the 17th, 18th and early 
19th century with that done in recent 
decades by the experimental horticultur
ists of England and America. The old
timers sometimes let their imaginations 
run wild as did the early Romans. In 
a book on "Grafting and Inoculation," 
published in 1780, the .author te1ls how 
the grape can be induced to ripen earlier: 
" If a vine be grafted on a common 
cherry, the grapes which it produces wi1l 
be so remarkably forward as to be ripe 
in ,the season of the cnerries. But it is 
very difficult to graft a vine we1l on a 
cherry stock, so as to make it thrive 
and flourish. The fo1lowing method has, 
however, been generally successful. 

First bore a hole with an augur in the 
trunk of a cherry tree; in this hole in
sert the scion of the vine, and let it 
grow there till it has filled the hole of 
the augur, and is closely jointed to the 
cherry tree. Then cut off the vine branch 
from the vine, after which it will draw 
a1l its nourishment from the cherry tree, 
whose sap wi1l hasten the formation and 
maturity of the grapes, which wi1l be 
ripe near two months sooner than or
dinary." 

Although some of the old-timers il1-

1 ArnQld Arboretum, Jamaica Plain, Mass. 
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dulged in such flights of fancy, many 
of them showed great originality in hor
ticultural techniques and considerable 
knowledge of plant physiology. 

The ringing of the bark of grape vines 
to induce earlier maturity has long been 
a standard practice in some areas. A 
description of the technique, time of 
girdling and the effect on fruiting of 
grape vanetles in California was recently 
published in a technical horticultural 
journal. 

Essentially the same methods and re
sults were described by John Wi1liams 
in 1808. In the Transactions of the Hor
ticultural Society of London 1820, the 
fo1lowing description appears: "At the 
end of July and the beginning of August, 
I took annular excisions of bark from 
the trunks of several of my vines, and 
that the exposed alburnum might be 
again covered with new bark by the end 
of autumn, the removed circles ,"lere 
made rather less than a quarter of an 
inch in width ... In every case in which 
circles of bark were removed, I invari
ably found that the fruit not only rip
ened earlier, but the berries were con
siderably larger than usual, and more 
highly flavored." 

The use of dwarfing interstocks in
stead of dwarfing root-stocks to produce 
dwarf apple trees has been described in 
English and American horticultural jour
nals in recent years. It was found that 
Malling IX, or other dwarfing stocks, 
when used as interstocks between the 
seedling rootstock and the scion, cur
tailed the growth of apple trees and in
duced earlier fruiting. The use of dwarf
ing interstocks is a common practice in 
this country, because of the time and 
expense of propagating the clonal dwarf
ing rootstocks. 
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The use of dwarfing interstocks was 
described nearly 300 years ago by John 
Rea in Flora. He had become impatient 
with the slow growth of Paradise apple 
layers which were used as a dwarfing 
rootstock. In 1665 he wrote: "I have 
found out another expedient to help 
them foreward, that is by grafting the 
Cyen of the Paradise apple in the Crab, 
or other Apple-Stock, close to the 
ground, with one graft, and when that 
is grown to the bigness of a finger, graft 
thereon about eight inches higher, the 
fruit desired, which will stop the lux 
urious growth of the Tree, almost as 
well as if it had been immediately grafted 
on the forementioned layers, and will 
cause the Trees to bear sooner, more 
and better fruits." 

At the Bussey Institution we have 
been using peach interstocks as a com
patibility bridge so that apricots can be 
grown on Prunus tomentosa dwarfing 
rootstocks. The apricot varieties we 
have used do not take when budded on 
P. tomentosa, which is an excellent 
dwarfing stock for many peach varieties. 
In order to dwarf apricot trees we first 
bud P . tomentosa seedlings with a com
patible peach variety and the fo llowing 
year bud the peach, about six inches 
above the graft union, with apricot. 

The use of an interstock as a compati
bility bridge was first described by John 
Parkinson in his Paradise in Sole Para
disus Terrestris, published in 1629, as 
follows: "the greene and the yellow 
N ectorin will thrive best to De grafted 
immediately on a plumme stock; but the 
other two sorts of red N ectorins must 
not be immediately grafted on the 
plumme stock, but upon a- branch of 
Apricocke that hath been formerly grafted 
on a plumme stock, the nature of these 
N ectorins being found by experience to 
be so contrary to the plumme stocks 
that it will starve it, and both dye within 
a year, two or three at most." 

The use of leaf-bud cuttings as a means 
of propagating certain plants has been 
described in a number of horticultural 

journals in recent years . The leaves, 
when well developed, are removed from 
the stem by cutting out a chip of wood at 
the base of the petiole. The stem portion 
is then inserted in the soil, or other root
ing medium, with the petiole and leaf ex
posed to moist air. The bud at the base 
of the petiole produces a new plant. 

Essentially the same technique was 
described by Thomas Barnes in 1759 
in a pamphlet, "A New Method of 
Propagating Fruit Trees and Flowering 
Shru.bs." He wrote: "I ovember the 
third 1757, I took off four dozen leaves 
of the common Laurel, with the bud 
entire in the bosom of each leaf . . . I 
cut the wounded part smooth, wiped it 
dry, and covered it with some of the 
dressing. I planted them in four pretty 
large pots . . . The mould in these pots 
was made extremely fine, and I planted 
them by making very small openings 
and letting in the base of the leaf just 
so far that the top of the bud might not 
be excluded from the benefit of the air. 
I examined them January the fourth. 
Every bud in the pot which was in the 
stove had formed a good plant two 
inches high, and with sufficient roots. 
. . . Thus I found that as many plants 
might be obtained as there were buds 
upon the branch." 

The use of sphagnum moss for grow
ing phnts and cuttings has become pop
ular in recent years. N utrients can be 
added in liquid form as needed, the 
plants make good growth, transportation 
is much cheaper than if the plants have 
to be balled and burlaped, and the plants 
are easily transplanted when grown in 
cans of sphagnum. 

The "Cultivation of Plants in Moss" 
was described in 1826 by J ohn Street 
in the Transactions of the Horticultural 
Society of London: "If plants require 
manure I give it in a liquid state . . . 
In sending plants to a distance those 
which are rooted in Mosses travel ad
mirably, they turn well out of the pots, 
and the roots are 0 mixed with the 
Mosses that they do not separate from 
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them, as they would from mould ; and 
besides this safety to the plants the 
Mosses are so light that the package 1S 

conveyed with comparative ease." 

During recent decades physiologists 
have found that by ringing the bark of 
an apple branch, or by using a dwarf
ing rootstock, the concentration of sugars 
and carbohydrates is greatly increased in 
the leaves and spurs. With the aid of 
radioactive tracers it has been shown 
that the organic n.utrients may pass from 
the bark into the xylem and be carried 
upward in the transpiration stream. At 
the Bussey Institution we have found, 
with the aid of radioactive tracers, that 
the downward flow of nutrients in apple 
trees is checked by a dwarfing inter
stock, or by inverting a ring of bark 
on the trunk of the young apple tree. 

In 1820 Thomas Andrew Knight made 
the following observatiol1 on the effect 
of girdling the stem, which was pub
lished in the Transactions of the Horti
cultural Society of London: "The true 
sap of trees is wholly generated in the 
leaves, from which it descends through 
their bark to the extremities of the roots , 
depositing in its course the matter which 
is successively added to the tree, whilst 
whatever portion of such sap is not thus 
expended sinks into the alburnum, and 
joins the ascending current, to which it 
communicates powers not possessed by 
the recently absorbed fluid. When the 
course of the descending sap is inter
oepted, that necessarily stagnates, and 
accumulates above the decorticated space; 
whence it is repulsed, and carried up
wards, to be expended in an increased 
production of b10ssoms, and or fruit." 

In 1822 Knight (Trans. Hort. Soc. 
London), in discussing the growth of 
peaches budded on plum rootstocks, con
cluded that the dwarfing effect "appears 
to arise from the obstruction, which the 
descending sap of the Peach tree meets 
with in the bark of the Plum stock; for 
the effects produced, both upon the 
growth and produce of the tree, are sim
ilar to those which occur when the de-

scent of the sap is impeded by a ligature, 
or by the destruction of a circle of bark." 
-Knight also attributed the dwarfing 
effect of Paradis@ apple rootstocks to 
the retardatiol1 of th@ downward flow 
of the nutrient sap. 

Great advances have been made in 
:horticulture in recent decades by the 
development of new fertilizers, insecti
cides, fungicides, herbicides and plant 
hormones, but the old-time horticultur
ists knew most of the techniques of prop
agation used today, and some of them 
had considerable knowledge of the phys
iological mechanisms involved. 

] aC/l son & P e1-/lins 

'White Bouquet' 

Two Spectacul.ar Roses Win All-America 
Rose Selections Award for 1957 

'White Bouquet' is an enchanting white 
Floribunda with sparkling four - to tlve
i1:1ch flowers and contrasting lustrous 
dark green foliage. The flowers are gar
denia-like and open fully with petals 
spreadimg to form opulent white blooms 
with a sweet spicy fragrance. 



As the flower slowly unfolds, the cen
ter petals remain upright, offering an 
unusually graceful appearance in every 
stage from unfolding tight bud through 
to the fully opened flower. The buds are 
light cream and open into pure white 
flowers. 

When the center petals of 'White 
Bouquet' finally separate and open to the 
lush white bloom, the small circle of 
golden yellow stamens gives an additional 
note of charm. Seen against the back
ground of the dark green foliage, the ef
fect is one of cool freshness. 

The blooms are constantly produced 
both in clusters and individual flowers 
on a plant which grows to a height of 
eighteen to twenty-four inches. As 
'White Bouquet' grows in a bushy fo rm 
with a spread equal to its height, it is 
wonderful for bedding. Because it is one 
of the medium-sized Floribundas, it is an 
exciting addition for modern gardens 
where it is ideal for -border plantings and 
all the other versatile uses for which 
Floribundas are naturally adaptive. 

'Golden Showers' has the unique dis
tinction of being the first Pillar and 
Climbing rose in sixteen years to win the 
coveted national All-America Rose 
award. Since 1941, no other rose in this 
class has combined sufficient beauty, 
hardiness, and flowering qualities to win 
thi s award. I ts large four- to five-inch , 
vivid deep yellow roses occur in great 
profusion in the early spring. Because 
the variety is extremely vigorous, the 
new canes continue to produce many 
flowers during the entire summer. And . 
the final display of exquisitely formed 
canary-yellow flowers in -the fall is truly 
impressive. The deep yeJlow buds are 
long pointed and the petals have good 
substance. Since the flowers are on very 
long beautifuJlv bronze-colored stems, 
rather free of thorns, they are well 
adapted for cut flower use. 

The Pillar rose is defined as one which 
has canes sufficiently strong to support it
self without staking or trelli sing. 'Gold-

Germa·in's 

'Golden Showers' 

en Showers' easily grows to a height of 
six to eight feet in one season. The foli
age is large, leathery, glossy, and highly 
resistant to mildew. It abundantly clothes 
the plant clear to the base, even on older 
plants. 

Depending on the treatment, the plant 
may be grown in three ways: 1) By al
lowing the canes to remain unpruned for 
two or three years, 'Golden Showers' may 
be grown as a shrub eight to ten feet 
high. The tops of the canes arch over 
gracefully and the abundance of flowers 
with this method of growing is breath
taking each spring. 2) By pruning away 
the two-year old wood canes at the base 
of the plant ea.ch spring and heading back 
the year-old canes to about five feet, a 
well-balanced symmetrical plant may be 
obtained. 3) The canes may be trained 
against a building or trellis as a regular 
climber, arching them over so as to in
duce the maximum number of flowers 
along the canes. 

'Golden Showers' is very resistant to 
blackspot and continues to flower freely 
with very little reduction in vigor even 
when exposed to severe infection. 

[119] 
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In Praise of Narciss'us Stella Alba 

By the score card, Narcissus Stella alba 
rates very low; in the affections of those 
who have grown it, it ranks high. Its 
petals are narrow and far apart, some
what fluted, sometimes lightly twisted, 
thin, without much substance; but these 
narrow, irregular petals give it its starry 
look, and, when grown in mass in the 
field, with a little tilt of its head, it has 
the sprightly grace and joy of a wild 
thing. 

In Bailey's article on Narcissus in his 
Cyclopedia of Horticulture, the fine print 
at the end states: "Stella, one of the star
narcissi of the N. incomparabilis group, 
now represented by Stella Superba, about 
twice the size, with long white spreading 
segments and cup clear yellow." This 
modest Stella alba can not be Superba 
nor even the Stella of old catalogs, also 
described as "pure white with yellow 
cup," for this opens a soft Empire Yellow 
with a slightly deeper crown, and the 
petals fade to a thin papery white, which 
must have ,been the excuse for its name. 
Our bulbs were bought under the name 
of Stella alba more than forty years ago, 
,but just when and from whom is now lost 
to memory. Although it must have been 
well known long ago, no description that 
fits it has been found in recent book or 
catalog. 

Although after separation they take a 
little time to colonize, they naturalize 
easily. Often they appear, quite inex
plicably, in distant parts of the garden 
where they have not been planted. Paper 
White and Barrii conspicuus, planted at 
the same time under similar conditions, 
on the other hand, have not increased 
greatly. 

The summer sun bakes the adobe 
where they grow, but with the first warm 
spring rains their green points begin to 
show above ground. Sometimes the 
heaviest of the wild grasses are pulled to 

let the field come through more evenly, 
which is the extent of their care. They 
thrive in shade if it is not dense, yet in 
the San Francisco Bay region they pre
fer sun. A few hot days in February or 
March, however, 111ay shorten their 
blooming period. They keep surprisingly 
well when picked and scent a room with 
their delicate perfume. 

Brodiaea laxa and the white Mariposa 
lily, Calocho?,tus venustus, both native lo
cally, are also naturalizing themselves 
into these ;fields and give a later bloom 
over the old Narcissus foliage. 

Stella alba should be kept apart from 
the newer, more formal, and very beauti
fully perfect daffodils, for it is in such a 
very different class it can not be com
pared with them. Its appeal lies in its un
pretentious simplicity and grace. 

MABEL SYMMES 

F~wther Notes on LycO?'is 

Again, in 1955 as in former years, 
Lycoris has shown the same variations 
in flowering dates. Among blooming 
bulbs of plants bought as Lycoris radiata, 
there are four distinct blooming periods 
with slight overlap between two lots. A 
fifth lot already established on the place is 
even now still below ground. The earliest 
as before is the self-fertile clone already 
m·entioned several times in this journal. 

The bulbs bought as L. radiata alba 
from several sources show two distinct 
plants, neither white. The self-colored 
clone is a very pale yellow, (paler than 
Baryta Yellow of Ridgway) and might 
be mistaken for white at a distance. Its 
fellow clone is pale yell-ow lightly tinted 
with pale pink from the base of the seg
ments (Ridgway, Cartridge Buff flushed 
Pale Congo Pink). In the purchase of 
one dozen bulbs, eleven were this latter 
type and one the pale-colored form. 
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The collection as yet has no representa
tives of the clones offered as L. albiflora, 
a fault that will be remedied this season. 

After years apparently devoted entirely 
to multiplication, L. Sprengeri has at last 
flowered, the earliest of all save the self
fertile radiata clone. To all purposes it is 
a deeply colored L. squa/migera. It differs, 
here, only iri. having red-flushed foliage 
and deep rose-red flower buds that are 
darkened by shadings of deep blue (Ridg
way, Tyrian Rose touched Phenyl Blue). 
The flower opens to Mallow Pink and the 
blue shadings that spread more and more 
as the flower ages are between Squill Blue 
and Yale Blue (Ridgway). 

As before, the several purchases of L. 
aurea have been consistent in flowering 
times and types. 

Bulbs from three sources have bloomed 
with the foregoing, but bulbs from a 
Florida source show no signs of activity 
though they are in excellent health. 

This last clone, if it is a clone, has 
much narrower and somewhat more 
pointed segments than those now flower
ing. In color it is a little paler. The 
August-flowering bulbs are Light Cadmi
um, shaded with Cadmium Yellow from 
the base. This is the pure yellow that one 
sees in daffodils and daylilies. 

L. inca1'nata has not flowered this year, 
but its bloom as recorded last year is 
more like that of L. squa11f/,igera with nar
rower segments, white, with a dull rose
pink flush, almost a line, through the cen
ter of each. 

The ruffled edges of all segments are 
apparently characteristic chiefly of L. 
radiata in all its clones here, and do not 
appear in the forms bought as L. radiata 
alba to any marked degree, which is re
grettable. 

No location has been found in the gar
den that seems to suit L. squa11f/,igera 
though the p!ants appear to be vigorous 
in their leafy stages. Possibly it needs 
more lime in its diet than is easy to main
tain in this porous but acid soil. 

Small purchases of Lycoris from every 
possible source continue as it seems quite 
likely that other minor, but interesting, 
variations may appear in any lot, no mat
ter what it may be called. And seedlings 
are being raised to see if further varia
tions may appear. The seed should be 
planted as soon as ripe, even if germina
tion does not always follow immediately. 
The first year one gets but a solitary leaf 
and as yet no report can be given on how 
many years must pass before flowering. 

Pass Christian, Miss. 
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Carden Club of Dam'ille (Virginia) 
Carden Club oj Fairfax (Virginia) 

Carden Club of Indiana 
(;ardcn Club of Virgillia 

(;ardclI Library of ~ I ichigall 
Ceorgctown Carden Club (n. C,) 

lTcmerocallis Society 
Herb Society of America 
Il o ilO' Soc iety of A mer ica 

Houston Horticultural Society 
Hunting Creek (Alexandria, \ ' irg111ia) Ca rden ( lub 

International (;eranium Society 
Iowa State lIorticultlli'al Society 

La Salle I lort icl1 ltural Society (:-' Iolltrcal) 
:\ [anit()\\"oc :-' lcl1'" Ca rden ('I ub (\\ ' iscol1s il1 ) 

:\ lel1', (~ardcll Clulh oi ,\l11crica 
Men's Garden Club of :\[ol1tgol11ery Dlarylalld) County 

11 1 ell" 1-1 or ti(11itura l S()cict~ ( T Cllnc,sce) 
:\Iichigan I [urticultural Society 
:\liclllcst Horticultural Society 

:\Jolinc ( [J lillois) l lorticultural Society. Inc. 
:.Jational Capital Dablia Society 

National Capital Garden Club League 
:\'"tiollal Coul1ci l oi State Ca rden l'1uhs 
\'cighborhood C;anlen Club (\' irgillia) 

:North American Lily Society 
Northern ;..Jut C; rOll'ers' Association, IllC. 

Ohio Associatiull of (;ardell Clubs 
Perellnial Garden Club (D, C.) 

Pittsburgh Carden Center 
Plainfield Carden Club (:.Jell' Jersey) 

Potomac Rose Society (D . C) 
San Francisco Garden Club 

Southern Ca li forn ia Camel lia Soc iety 
Seven Seas Garden Club (~[arylalld) 

Takoma Horticultural Club (.\Iaryland-D, C) 
Talbot COUllty Gardell C1 uh (:-' farylancl) 

vVashingtol1 (D, C) Garden Club 
\Vorcester County Horticullural ~ociety 
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